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Welcome fellow shroomies
explore the new mushroom with us
The winter has hit Europe and can I 
just say it is »Arsch Kalt« out there!  
For this little Aussie, I can happily 
say I like snow. It‘s pretty. But that 
is about as far as my love for snow 
goes...

THE NEW MUSHROOM

Country profiles are just one of the 
new additions we bring to you in 
our new main content.  Thanks to 
the editors network with Psytravel-
ler.net we are able to bring you a 
wide variety of articles. These de-
stinations are selected based on the 
best trance scenes in the warmer 
regions during the European winter 
time.  Keep an eye out for other 
destinations in later editions.
 
We are featuring:
- more artist info and charts
- more info about general psyche-

delic culture and other aspects of 
the scene

- more world wide reports thanks to 
our increased international editor 
team (and growing!)

- more freaky gadgets
- more fun stuff
 
Some new arrangements in distri- 
bution mean that mushroom maga-
zine is more international than ever 
before, with more than 1000 more 
outlets and growing!  If you would 
like to be a distributor of mushroom 
magazine, contact us and we will 
get you involved too!

MUSHROOM MAGAZINE NEEDS YOU!

Since the age of the internet and 
downloading music, it has become 
harder and harder for mushroom to 
keep up with the bills. Unfortunately 
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our printers refuse to print for free 
(no matter how how nicely we 
ask them!), and it costs a lot of 
time and effort to keep things 
interesting for you!  We keep up 
the new mushroom with the help 
of our current sponsors, advert 
clients, contributors, editorial team, 
readers and other friends and fans.  
For mushroom to go on we need 
your help.... So please write to 
mushroom@mushroom-media.com 
and send us your ideas, support... 
what can you do to help your 
favourite magazine?

Currently, the new mushroom on-
line concept us underway. We invite 
you to write to us with any thoughts 
on how the new mushroom online 
can be the best it can be! What are 
the ‚must have‘ and ‚absolutely 
not‘ things you want to see on your 
mushroom magazine website?
 
Goa and Psychedelic trance is thri-
ving all over the world: What have 
you seen or experienced that other 
people in the scene should know 
about? Something a little out of the 
ordinary? How do you celebrate in 
your country? 

So with lots going on we are slaving 
away to ensure the rise of the new 
shroom... 

mushroom magazine.... 
Making the world a better place, 
one mushroom at a time!

We wish you a merry christmas and 
a happy new year! See you on the 
dancefloor !
  
Kylie Van Eerden
and the mushroom crew

WELCOME
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Progressive News
served by Bakke (Echoes Records)

The electronic music project Vibras-
phere is over. After 12 years of 
music Rickard and Robert feel its 
time to move on with other music 
projects.  Both are very grateful 
to all their fans, promoters, labels 
and DJs that have supported them 
during the years and hopefully their 
music will not be forgotten. The last 
live performance of Vibrasphere will 
be end of May 2011.

Down under label Zenon Records 
is proud to present the debut album 
from another of Australias’ finest 
talents – Merkaba. With a focus 
on positive and healing vibrations, 
Merkaba combines deep basslines 
with lush melodies, tribal percus-
sion and a focus on an overall ‚orga-
nic sound. Prepare for a vibratio-
nal journey that connects the mind, 
heart, body, and dancefloor!

Upcoming release on Tribal Vision 
is the third and final chapter of the 
trilogy Vanguard. This time its com-
piled by DJ Slater & Duca and con-
tains tracks from Jaia, Lish, Magit-
man, Perfect Stranger, DJ Sla-
ter, Robert Elster (ex-Vibrasphere), 
Duca, Khainz, Alter 
Breed, Karl Johan, 
Flippers and Solid 
Snake.

Hamburg-based 
NOK will release 
his debut album on 
Blue Tunes Records 

Digital Structures...
...are also 
back in new 
shape and 
under new 
manage-
ment.The new decade finds the 
label reorganized and changed 
ownership as well as its sound 
and genre. Perfect Stranger 
and A. Balter, have taken over 
the front seats of Digital Struc-
tures management team, and 
have directed the beat to their 
own imprint of uplifting melodic 
techno sonic sound, greatly inspi-
red by the label‘s history. 

Iboga Records
are refurnishing 
and are dividing 
the label in to 
three parts; Iboga 
Records, Iboga 
Trance and Iboga 
Lounge. First release on Iboga 
Records will be long awaited 
second album from israeli duo 
Lish. Other artists presenting new 
albums are Ticon and Weekend 
Heroes. Iboga Trance starts the 
new year with brand new album 
from Swedens finest progressive 
maker Gaudium.

Flying Rhino...
...is coming back slowly but 
surely. There is already a digi-
tal release out by break beat pro-
ducer Dom Smarts project Neu-
rodriver. Until we see more 
releases label honcho James 
Monro is focusing mainly on his 
tech-oriented label 4Digital Audio.

old labels new appearancenext year. The sound is a journey 
through progressive sound from the 
techy groove side up to the massive 
progressive. Other releases from 
the northern German label are new 
albums from Haldolium and isra-
eli producer Osher (side project of 
Ananda Shake). 

German based Prog On Syndicate 
Records drops their strongest and 
most innovative release to date enti-
itled‚ Progstorm 2. Compiled by 
label head Querox, this progressive 
gem features established artists and 
producers such as Flegma, Nerso, 
Infinty and Zyce to name but a few. 
The l release represents the new 
generation of progressive trance.

Spin Twist Re- 
cords announces 
new albums 
from Neelix, 
Audiomatic and 
Krama for the 
first quarter of 
2011.

The pet detective Ace Ventura sure 
has lots of ”irons in the fire” (Swe-
dish saying). Besides working on his 
next album he is also cooking up a 
debut album with Easy and surfer 
boy Rocky, that will see the light of 
day next year on Echoes Records. 
You can get a tasty sample of the 
duos fat sound on the digital EP 

”Easy Dubsteps” that 
comes together with 
a spicy remix of Cap-
tain Hook, the new 
project by Reshef 
from Quantize. 
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Psy Trance News

The likeably messed up bunch of 
party junkies from Hamburg known 
as the Amplidudes present straight 
Psy Trance music on their same-
named label. Just recently the J&B 
Project album Monkey Business 
was digitally released on Beatport 
after it has been out for a while on 
CD. Coming up next is the Back On 
Track EP by Psytrain. In fact it really 
became a little quiet around the co-
inventor of Cubase but this release 
will surely deliver some fresh and 
frisky noise!

December is the month of gin-
ger bread, busy 
hustle and bustle 
in the inner cities 
and of end-of-
year-reviews. A 
musical review 
of the IONO 
year is presen-
ted on the com-
pilation Selection 
2010. It includes 
the biggest hits 
from Germany’s 
renowned “Psyprogressive” label. 
All together 4 hours of music from 
various artists that was produced to 
remain in DJ’s wallets for a little lon-
ger than only the year 2010.

5

What might look 
like a new album 
at a first glance rat-
her turns out to be 
kind of compilation. 
Star Alliance 3 inclu-
des various collabora-
tion projects of Ultra-
voice, for instance 
with Liroy, Aqua-
tica, Tactic Mind or 
Rizo. Also some remixes of Ultra-
voice tracks can be found on this 
straight, powerful and really twi-
sted dance floor tool. Out on Com.
pact Records.

Musical jack of all trades Kino 
Oko aka Bigwigs aka Tromesa 
from Poland rescued five of his old 
hard discs during a daring opera-
tion. After spending some nights 
browsing their content he realized 
that he had enough material for 
another historical album. “Descen-
ding out, into the distance“ will 
include 11 tracks from the years 
2003 – 2006 and it will be availa-

ble for free down-
load – check the 
artist’s Facebook 
page for more 
information.

You still remem-
ber the cinema-
tic masterpiece 
Chaos In Opera, 
the last album 
from the French 
duo Principles 

of Flight? After more than one 
year there will be a remix EP at 
the beginning of 2011. Quite some 
big names delivered their inter-
pretation of selected titles, inclu-

ding Silicon Sound, Plasmotek 
and Lost & Found. Also a remix 
of Black Mass by Materia will be 
included which knocked the pro-
ducers of the original track pretty 
much off their heels…

Pursuing their motto of “intelligent 
Psy Trance music”, Moon Spirit 
Records just released the second 
album of Rumble Pack. The Swiss 
duo combines order and precision 
with spaced out freakiness which 
results in highly functional, literally 
Full On dance floor tracks. Next 
on Moon Spirit is the compila-
tion Power Grids presenting tracks 
by Perplex vs. X Trix, Polypheme, 
the Mad Actors, Xsi vs. Mekka-
nikka and others.

South Africa’s Timecode Records 
recently delivered two more extra-
vagant Psy Trance releases for 
lovers of a little unusual, expe-
rimental yet highly functional 
and kicking sounds: The Feld-
grau EP delivers 4 wasted stom-
pers by Brethren, Phyx and Arti-
fakt, Principles of Flight and 
Sub Zero. And also the Writer’s 
Block EP by Sick Addiction deli-
vers intoxicating Psy Trance for the 
night’s rush hours.
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WWW.GOASTORE.CH
THE MAJOR SWISS CD STORE
PSYTRANCE • PROGRESSIVE • CHILLOUT • DVD

WORLDWIDE SHIPPING
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Dark News

This dude lives up to his name: 
Mostly (half-) naked in tropical 
countries and somehow always a 
tourist, too. Beside touring with his 
liveact Nakest Tourist is always up 
for some collaboration in the studio. 
Recently tracks together with Audi-
ophatic, Arcek, Insector, Stereo-
graphic or Kykeon have been pro-
duced, so watch out for these ones! 

“Straight from the 
other side!” is the 
motto Argentina’s 
Dark Prisma Records 
and listening to the 
sound of the label, 
they do their job really 
well… Their fifth CD 
release, the compila-
tion Blueprints, has 
been announced to 

be out before the end of 2010. 
Among many very talented acts in 
the label’s roster, Will O Wisp is 
definitely one of the most up and 
coming ones, watch out for him 
playing at more and more interna-
tional events.

This artist does not need much to 
create his mighty dark sound vor-

tex: Arcek concentrates 
on single sound effects 
and dramatic melo-
dies, in consequence 
his tracks unfold large 
acoustical spaces. Cur-
rently he is working 
on his debut album 
which has already 
been announced to be 
released on Kamino 
Records.

Parvarti Records
...is currently celebrating its 10th 
birthday. Label founder Giuseppe 
already toured half around the 
globe to have a giant birthday party 
in collaboration with various pro-
moters. After the Parvarti floor at 
this year’s Full Moon festival gained 
very positive feedbacks, the label 
has visited Asia, Greece and Japan. 
The New Year will witness Giuseppe 
playing in Brazil for the first time.. 

Happy birthday

Describing Fatal Discord as an inside 
tip would be wrong, the talent of the 
Japanese producer has long been dis-
covered and the list of his compila-
tion contributions is getting longer 
and longer. But his sound is just so 
freaky and special that he somehow 
still has the characteristics of an inside 
tip. His debut album Insania was lately 
announced on WildSeven Records.
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Chill News

Croatian DJ Dovla compiled ano-
ther Chill Out CD for Flow Records. 
During one year he collected his 
personal top picks. The result is a 
multicoloured mixture of easy liste-
ning tracks, the majority of them 
puts some emphasis on the beats 
and is therefore not really tranqui-
lizing. Well known names can be 
found beside rather new ones.

Abakus is industriously working on 
his new album: “The sound is a bit 
more back to the roots but with a 
modern twist”, Russ David says. The 
British producer already put some 
earthy grooves online which are 
very cosy and chilly but at the same 
time stimulating. Already now more 
and more positive to enthusiastic 
feedbacks accumulate around this 
musical foretaste.

Beside a new Zero Cult album, 
Chillcode Music presented a new 
work by Galaxy during the past 
months, a producer who is a musi-
cal pioneer of our scene and also 
known as Electric Universe or 
Boris Blenn by many. Classical Chill 
Out music can be found on these 
two releases, easy, melodic and 
relaxing- kind of oldschool.

Though already out since a few 
months, Sweet Sadness, the recent 
album by Electrypnose, is defini-
tely worth being mentioned again: 
Truly jazzy in its experimental man-
ner, this work dives into remarkable 
profound and perfidious psychede-
lic sound spheres.

The new album of the German 
Christoph Berg goes far beyond 
the scope of traditional Easy Liste-
ning and Chill Out sound. It could 
be the soundtrack for some movie 
and is strongly reminiscent of clas-
sical music. Rich string sections skil-
fully embedded into complex arran-
gements create dramatic and highly 
emotional atmospheres. Acoustic 
Tales will be out on Fluid Audio 
mid of December, limited to 200 
physical copies.
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www.roll-lol.de

we will      you!
lol

www.roll-lol.de

we will      you!

Younger Brother collected 
money for their next album in an 
interesting new way: They asked 
for donations and in turn offered 
goodies like unreleased mate-
rial, VIP passes for parties or even 
workshops with the two producers 
depending on the amount donated. 
Their recent Night Lead Me Astray 
EP gives a foretaste of the new 
album Vaccine. The sound became 
even more band orientated and 
could be described as well-done 
contemporary pop music. 

The Polish Pleq and Segue pre-
sent psychotropic sound sceneries 
composed of hovering pad sounds 
and noise modulations on their 
album The Seed which comes along 
without any beat structures. And 
also Electric Angels by M.Grassow 
and T.Weiss is a highly psychedelic 
listening experience. Excellent music 
for journeys to the inner spaces!
Check out www.databloem.com
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Their organic, rolling and deeply 
mystical sound made Native Radio 
one of the showpieces of German 
Progressive Trance in the hayday 
of this style, at the beginning of 
the 21st century. Their live sets 
were highly applauded at all big 
festivals and parties throughout 
Europe.  Since 2005 it got more 
and more quiet around the 
project- which did not mean its 
end, as turns out now: Native 
Radio is back with another 
album that represents a style 
evolution.  Interestingly, it became 
neither Dark Psy nor Nu School 
Progressive…

During the past years Bastian Hoffmann 
focussed on his 

studies in film 

music composition. Thus also his pro-
ductions became more soulful, tur-
ning to Downbeat and Trip Hop. This is 
one of factors for the style change. The 
other, is the instrument of the second 
project member, Jens Guttbier. Being 
a guitarist of many years with a band 
background, he now brings in more 
song-orientated ideas and sounds. “We 
became more mature during the past 
years”, Bastian describes the new style 
of Native Radio. “For the album we 
wanted to create something special: A 
mix of Progressive / Psy Trance, harmo-
nic melodies and tracks with empha-
sis on the guitar sounds.” And in fact 
this is a pretty good description of what 
awaits the listeners on the new album 
“Macula”. The deep, rolling bass structu-
res are clearly reminiscent of the classic 
Native Radio sound and create a touch 

of oldschool atmosphere. But the 
guitar adds something new, 
a very warm, sunny and dre-

amy feeling.  Sometimes, even a 
pinch of frisky rock music! 

Mit ihrem rollenden, 
organischen 
und mystischen 
Sound galten 
Native Radio 
kurz nach der 
Jahrtausendwen-
de als Vorzeige-
beispiel für 
hochwertigen 
deutschen 

Progressive 
Trance. Nach fast 
5-jähriger Pause 
ist das erfolg-
reiche Projekt 
nun wieder am 

Start- mit neuem 
Sound und neuem 

Native Radio „Macula“
Synphonie Records
Bouncy, organic bass lines com-
bined with light and sunny melodies 
and lots of uplifting guitar sounds: 
Native Radio are back and present 
their personal musical evolution. 
All the tracks on Macula were com-
posed on a very song-orientated 
basis and represent an independent 
style beyond the flow of recent 
trends. Positive and friendly music 
for lovers of classical Progressive 
Trance!

Album.
Bastian Hoffmann und Jens Guttbier 
präsentieren auf „Macula“ einen eigen-
ständigen Mix aus Progressive / Psy 
Trance, melodischen Parts und gitarren-
betonten Stücken, wobei sie sich nicht 
an aktuellen Trends orientiert haben. 
Der klassische Native Radio Sound 
ist vor allem im Bassbereich erhalten 
geblieben, darüber entwickeln sich son-
nige, warme und verträumte Arran-
gements, in denen sich die langjäh-
rige Banderfahrung des Gitaristen wie-
derspiegelt.

www.myspace.com/nativeradiomusic
booking@nativeradio.de

Roberdo

Native Radio
style evolution

During the past years Bastian Hoffmann 
focussed on his 

studies in film 

awaits the listeners on the new album 
“Macula”. The deep, rolling bass structu-
res are clearly reminiscent of the classic 
Native Radio sound and create a touch 

of oldschool atmosphere. But the 
guitar adds something new, 
a very warm, sunny and dre-

amy feeling.  Sometimes, even a 
pinch of frisky rock music! 

Mit ihrem rollenden, 
organischen 

Sound und neuem Sound und neuem 
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SynSUN
new on Dacru Records
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The history of Dacru reaches 
back to 2001 when this name 
became a synonym for cosy 
parties in Belgium. Five years 
later, a same named label was 
founded that represented all the 
experience gathered on the dance 
floors, of countless events. Since 
2006 Dacru Records stands for 
down-the-line Psy Trance music. 
Looking at the packed artist 
roster and the packed release 
schedule, it seems like it does so 
even more than ever before!

It was label co-founder Koen who 
coined the expression “Full On is 
not dead, you just need to listen 
to the good stuff!” Apparently, 
this is also the maxim when coll-
ecting artists for Dacru from all 
around the world. Digicult, Eph-
edrix, Lamat, Alternative Control, 
F.F.T, Aquila, Chronos, Intelligence 
and Sufi represent some of the most 
interesting artists from the field of 

straight, pumping but also intelli-
gent Psychedelic Trance music. 
Just recently, another highly 
interesting act joined the label: 
SynSUN. The originally Ukrainian 
artist just moved to Belgium and 
brought fifth studio album, due to 
be out on Dacru in February.  

“Alter Ego” is not a usual album, 
since it will include 2 CDs – one 
filled with previously unreleased 
remixes by the artist himself and a 
second one including remixes of his 
tracks by some of the biggest names 
of the scene: Mekkanikka, Atomic 
Pulse, Wizzy Noise or The Freak 
Show. Dacru’s release schedule 
keeps the excitement going, pre-
senting new material each month: 
In January there will be the Liquid 
& Solid EP by Intelligence, in Febru-
ary SynSUN as well as an Aquila EP, 
in March Ephedrix’ Circle Of Life EP, 
in April a Digicult EP will be released 
as a foretaste of the album to come, 

in May there is also another Syn-
SUN EP is scheduled.  June will wit-
ness the second part of the Essen-
tials compilation mixed by DJ Kri-
stian, and another EP by Lamat.  
Finally there will be more EPs 
by Chronos and F.F.T. in July and 
August respectively. Last but not 
least, Dacru just started a new label 
named Atmosphere Records, which 
will focus on Progressive House and 
Techno music.

www.dacru.be

Roberdo



Sylvia und Necmi together drive 
their passion and love through their 
music.  Sylvie learnt piano many 
years contributing her a good grasp 
in music knowledge and a good ear 
for for tune and beat.  It was after 
her trip to Guatemala where psy-
chedelic trance had taken a hold of 
her, and when getting to know Imox 
Maya in Antigua, learnt mixing music 
and handling turntables.  Inspiration 
stuck in 2009, she gained a partner 
who shared her same desires in pas-
sion and music, Necmi showed her 
the workings of Cubase.   

Sylvie studies Social Work/Social 
Pedagogics and works with teena-
gers in a deprived area in Cologne. 
She plans Bachelor-Thesis about 
“trance dance as anger manage-
ment training for kids and teena-
gers” in such districts in order to 
combine her two passions.

Necmi had been testing, playing, 
fiddling and experimenting with 
music from a very young age, first 
beginning this experimentation with 
a tape and record player creating 
short samples!  Playing guitar for 
some years, it was in 1992 that the 
electronic movement grabbed him.  

It was in 1999 that his solo project 
really began to bring some atten-
tion as the most straight kicking 
live-project in the Rhine-scene. 
His unique definition of trance is 
built upon pumping techhouse 
beats and collages of atmospheric 
samples, reflecting all dance styles 
that crossed his ears in the last 10 
years.  He balances his life with his 
two passions and is a streetworker 
and an audio engineer.

Together it was inevitable serious 
sparks would fly.  These two extra-
ordinarily passionate  people put 
their heart and soul into every-
thing around them, each other and 
their work.  Their explosive positive 
energy at live-sets cannot be igno-
red, remaining seated NOT being an 
option!  Artistic, creative and full of 
life, this is a beautiful unison of truly 
lovely talented people sharing their 
combined energy with the world.

www.myspace.com/nitroglycerinelove 
www.myspace.com/necmisound
www.myspace.com/alicePi 
www.facebook.com/necmi.sere

Kylie Van Eerden

Nitro & Glycerine
love and passion for music
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Nitro&glycerine
„Sexplosive“
Nitro&glycerine
„Sexplosive“
Nitro&glycerine

Synphonie Records
„Sexplosive“
Synphonie Records
„Sexplosive“

N&G is the new duo-project of 
Necmi and Alice Pi, in which they 
celebrate their love and passion for 
each other and express this in their 
music. Their sound is the result of 
an innovative symbiosis of Necmi’s 
dynamic dirty prog and Alice Pi’s 
funny psychedelic inputs.  This 
unique style is significant for its 
fresh vocals, strong baselines and 
frisky background expanses.  The 
music passionately grabs you giving 
a strong emotion rush and energy 
explosion, which you know is 
from the absolute energy that this 
Nitro&glycerine expressed to put in.



Zolarium
Uxmal Records
Zolarium catalog their style as Pro-
gressive Morning Psy Trance. This 
album has a more serious groove 
and sets a new standard of fineness 
with an elegant and psychedelic 
touch, being a unique style in the 
Progressive Trance This album 
contains 9 tracks with explosive 
bass lines, melodic and harmonious 
sounds that create great atmosphe-
res ideal for day dreaming.
www.uxmalrecords.com

Funky Dragon „Inflame E.P.“
IONO Music
Funky Dragon „Inflame E.P.“
IONO Music
Funky Dragon „Inflame E.P.“

Funky Dragon worked out his skills for 
a clean studio production and finally he 
has again refreshed his musical style. 
A new and has been made, with more 
straight and pressing trance sound, which 
will be most effective on open air floor 
as well as on sweaty club floors. This is a 
mindblowing collection of three deep and 
energetic progressive bombs, each of them 
made for courting you to stand up and 
move, but without forgetting to spoil your 
temper with warmness at the right time.
www.iono-music.com

E-Clip „Shuma“
YSE
This is a new dimension of 
psychedelic progressive Trance. 
With many releases on various 
leading trance labels, we 
proudly announce the release of 
their first album, an impressive 
production packed with massive 
progressive beats, mental Goa 
lines and psychedelic mayhem.
Sou can prelisten to this 
masterpiece at...
www.bit.ly/e-clip

V.A. „Dreams Of Flying“
Nutek
V.A. „Dreams Of Flying“
Nutek
V.A. „Dreams Of Flying“

Amit Rahamim, a.k.a Dj Amito was 
introduced to trance music in 1994 in 
Koh Pan gan.      He spent long time 
traveling around the world, India, 
South Africa, South America, Europe-
(mainly German summer festivals), 
and more...Amit Started djing in 
1998, in parties in north of India, and 
became deeply connected to this 
new energetic electronic music called 
Trance. A few years later he found 
himself in Barcelona among a special 
group of artists that were very happy 
to meet him, loaded with good vibes 
and a real passion for  music. Since 
2006 when Nutek started to activate 
the Missile system, Amit started to 
play more and more arround Europe 
in Clubs, OutDoors and festivals in 
Austria, France, Germany, Portugal, 
Spain, Israel.  i
In 2008 he released his first compi-
lation called „Intensity“, a double cd 
with a great concept: Night time and 
Day time, the dark and the light, in 
other words, balance ! “Intensity” 
was sold out a few month after the 
release and received many positive 
comments from trancers and djs all 
around the world!
The new Compilation „Dreams of 
Flying“ is ready. and the artists are...
1. Freeze
2. Cosa Nostra
3. Toxic
4. A-Team (D-manic remix)
5. Azax vs Painkiller
6. Bliss vs Lost&Found
7. Mekkanikka vs Dj Amito
8. Audio Hijack
9. Peace Maker
10. Cpu
www.nutek.org

Solano „Activation“
IONO Music
Solanos former album works ‚Blackout‘ 
and ‚Under the White Flag‘ have been 
a great success around the globe. The 
different music styles and influences of 
this duo have brought a coloured mix-
ture which gives their sound its special 
character. Those guys know how to 
build a functional arrangement!  Their 
sound is hypnotic and original, warm 
but never importunate, and always 
reflecting the strong and leading role 
of the swiss progressive trance scene.
www.iono-music.com
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It all started back in the day with 
first parties 16 years ago. Marco 
Aversa from Italy started to 
organize Goa parties, at the age 
of fifteen, in a social centre. The 
most important party became 
“Warehouse of Dreams”. After 
this, Marco and his crew arri-
ved at Star City (a leisure cen-
tre), which was the first large 
recreational event in Bologna 
that could contain 3000 people. 
This was a turning point for the 
underground movement of Bolo-
gna, as it started the evolution 
of the scene.

What were the biggest MK 
events?

The biggest parties from MK 
Records were Starfuker Parties, 
Goaland Festival and RockCircus 
Festival. It wasn‘t long after these 
events that MK Records moved on 
to “Zoom Reality”.

What is Zoom?

Zoom was born during a trip to Thai-
land, where I was inspired by a club 
in Koh Phangan. When I came back 
to Italy I decided to make the Zoom 
project more serious. I found a ware-
house, which was then renovated 
using only recycled materials.
Inside this space we created Zoom. 
We built a studio and stocked it with 
equipment for producing quality 
music. Soon we obtained our license 
for entertainment to hold club night 
events. During the next months, we 
developed a live music project called 
“Underneath.” This project inclu-
des Animatronica, Timimass, and 
Mario Bros.

Tell us more about your project!

Well, I met Timimass before 
anything happened. He gave me 
the inspiration for the group that we 
have now. Timimass has been pro-
ducing music since his youth. As we 
have similar feelings about music, 

Timimass was excited to start up a 
project with me. Inspired by nature, 
uplifting sound and energy, we 
began to create music. Later in the 
story, we worked together to make 
MK Records a famous record label 
in Italy, and also organized some of 
the most amazing parties.

What are the latest releases 
on the MK label?

Goaland Vol.1, Imago, Goaland 
Vol.2 and Freakadelic coming soon.

Any future parties?

Psychedelic Christmas on 25th 
December and Freakadelic New 
Years Eve on 31st December.

Interview powered by Psy Tribe

MK Records & Zoom
An interview with Marco Aversa
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Annunaki „From Nibiru“
Dharmaharmony Records
Having experienced many shifts in 
the evolution of the global trance 
community, Annunaki have com-
bined diverse influences from past 
and present, fusing dramatic Goa 
trance harmonies with heavy psy-
trance beats. Tested and refined on 
the legendary lands of Deerfields, 
NC, „From Nibiru“ represents the 
culmination of those experiences as 
a reflection on the past, and expec-
tations of the future.
www.dharmaharmony.com

Sergio Walgood „Chill 
in Tribe“
Sergio Walgood „Chill 
in Tribe“
Sergio Walgood „Chill 

Ajnavision Records
8 tracks of the best Portuguese chill-
out music with a mixture of Down-
tempo, Dub and Tribal Beats.
„Chill in Tribe“ can be described by 
dream trips between the earth and 
space, wrapped in organic rhythms 
inspired by tribal and oriental cultu-
res with a touch of psychedelica. Do 
you want to chill in tribe ?
www.ajnavision.com
http://bit.ly/ARCDA01CD

Laughing Buddha 
„Sacred Technology“
Laughing Buddha 
„Sacred Technology“
Laughing Buddha 

Nano Records
„Sacred Technology“
Nano Records
„Sacred Technology“

Having toured extensively over the past 
few years, Laughing Buddha is ready and 
waiting to expose you to the rolling base-
lines and hard-hitting sounds from his 
debut solo album on Nano Records. This 
highly anticipated album is a true treat 
from one half of the ex-Cosmosis duo, 
Jeremy van Kampen. In true Laughing 
Buddha style, this album will leave you 
wearing a huge grin for days on end.
www.nanorecords.co.uk
http://bit.ly/NANOCD026CD

Radioactive Cake
„The New Kind“
Arkona Creation
Well-known for his unique intelli-
gent psygressive trance music style, 
incredible musical sound quality 
with a touch of wilderness, dark fx 
and a carrot from outer space… 
this Berlin based producer Robert 
Hundt aka Radioactive Cake is 
giving out his latest creations con-
taining a full range of minimal and 
dark prog ingredients.
www.arkona-creation.org

Astropilot „Here And Now“
Altar Records
Astropilot „Here And Now“
Altar Records
Astropilot „Here And Now“

This sound is unheard, it simply 
cannot be compared! A very solid 
work that will start up a musical tsu-
nami all over the world! Many musi-
cians are inspired by Astropilot‘s 
music, but none can follow him 
into his rapid ascension! „Here and 
Now“ is an album that is at once 
charming, spiritual, senseful, and 
mind-opening into the essence of 
what humanity is going through in 
2010. Astropilot is a musical master.
www.altar-records.com

Astropilot „Solar Walk“
Altar Records
Astropilot „Solar Walk“
Altar Records
Astropilot „Solar Walk“

Solar Walk is a voyage into the higher 
orbiting realms of dream conscious-
ness. Astropilot continues his psybient 
travels with this astounding composi-
tion. As beautiful and profound as a 
lucid dream, destined to be a master-
piece. Written & Produced by Dmitry 
V. Red‘ko. „En Rêve“ additional guitar 
phrases by Evgeniy Rouzavin (Panda‘s 
Dream). Mastered by Dj Zen 
www.altar-records.com
http://bit.ly/ARCDA01CD

www.dharmaharmony.com http://bit.ly/NANOCD026CD www.altar-records.com



Charts
DJ Ilse (Parvati Records)
1. Kanka - Supreme Being (Yggdrasil)
2. Kaos - Enter The Ceremony (Soundkraft)
3. Freaks On Mental Earth - Cup ‚n Saucers (Echo Vortex)
4. Atriohm & Encephalopaticys - Ukalen (Parvati)
5. Gappeq - King Rat (Parvati)
6. Speakerhuggers - Switchboard (Parvati)
7. Derango - Irrbloss Pt. 2 (Gidra RMX)(Parvati)
8. Derango - Implosions (Technical Hitch RMX)(Parvati)
9. Noise Gust - Assemblage (Rockdenashi)
10. Purosurpo - Hello World (Parvati)

DJ Slater (Tribal Vision Records / Czech Republic)
1. Andre Bastos & DJ Slater feat. U-Prag - King of The Day (Tribal Vision)
2. Perfect Stranger - A Mosquito Bit My Leg (Digital Structures)
3. Even 11 feat. U-Prag Drummers - Particles in Space (Jaia Rmx / Tribal Vision)
4. Riktam & Bansi - Shining (Plastik Park)
5. Flippers vs. DJ Slater feat. U-Prag - King of the Night (Tribal Vision)
6. Lish - Breaking Point (Magitman Remix / Echoes)
7. Alter Breed - Panther (Tribal Vision)
8. Karl Johan - Hippo (Lish remix / Echoes)
9. Fusi & Johnson - Jackpot (Spektre remix / Tribal Vision)
10. Jochem Peterson, Tom Hill & Ishtar - Inside the Box (Antix Rmx / Atmosphere)

Master Margherita (Peak Records / Switzerland)
1. Mauxuam »What Was I Looking For« (Bakshish Music)
2. Hanfstengel »Kefe« (Bakshish Music)
3.  Lingua Lustra »Nunatsiavut« (Bakshish Music)
4. Flooting Grooves »Naked Dancer Of Rah« (Peak Records)
5. Master Margherita »Scramble 2001« (Bakshish Music)
6. Master Margherita »Super Dry« (Peak Records)
7. Oblivion Garden »Ekim« (Bakshish Music)
8. Merohedra »Treaclespincycle« (Bakshish Music)
9. Cloudcycle - »The Ghost In The Machine« (Bakshish Music)
10. Vacuum Science - »Don Dada« (Bakshish Music)

DJ Asherun (Dance N Dust Records / Israel)
1. Aumrec - Onacha Ostel Listen Radio (Dance N Dust)
2. Dominic Thomas - i said Nothing (4DigitalAudio)
3. Eitan Reiter vs Perfect Stranger - Lizard (Echoes)
4. Embargaa - Lenta (Dance N Dust)
5. Z to A - NEXT Stop Of Beliven (Ace Vantura remix / cdr)
6. Even 11 - All Night Long (Atmos remix / Tribal Vision)
7. Aumrec - Sun pie (Dance N Dust)
8. Atmos - One You Need (cdr)
9. Egbert - Die Acid Piaat (Cocoon Recording)
10. Embargaa - Massive Way (Bekeschus / Energie Records)

Ital (Antu Records)
1. Ital - Force To Community (Antu Records)
2. The First Stone - D´juda  (Vagalume Records)
3. Avalon - Play it Bahia (Nano Records)
4. Dickster vs Tron - Propaholic (Free Spirit Records)
5. M-Theory vs Ital - Mano (Antu Records)
6. Burn in Noise vs Brainiac -  The Healer (Grasshopper Records)
7. 28 - Cubo (Vagalume Records)
8. Dirt n Dust (Free Spirit Records)
9. Moaiact - Teorema (Antu Records)
10.Ital vs Dj Vinnix - Condor Elevado (Antu Records)  
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Anneli (Nutek / Phantasm Rec. / Sweden)
1. EarTillery - Mighty Artillery (Unreleased) 
2. Citizen Kain & Phuture Traxx - Fuck Friends (Neverending Records)
3. Worakls - Future (Echoes)
4. Khainz - Edit 42 (Alex Di Stefano & Simone De Caro Remix / Echoes)
5. Boris Brejcha - Diffusor (Harthouse Mannheim)
6. Weekend Heroes - Fear Factor (Open Records)
7. Umek - Dementia (Dyno & Alex Di Stefano Rmx / Hell Yeah Rec)
8. Mauro Picotto - Motion (Umek Remix / Alchemy)
9. Yan Oxygen - Greenwich Meridian (Plusquam Division)
10. Christian Smith - Break It Down (Umek Big Room Remix / Tronic)

DJ Yeti (White Jaguar Tribe / Russia)
1. Frying Samples - Supernova (Blitz Studios)
2. Lucas & Pogo - No Left Turn Unstoned (Nano Records)
3. Flip Flop - Floppy Drive (Alchemy Records)
4. Dickster & Burn In Noise - Induced (Nano Records)
5. Sulima - Infinity Particle (Blitz Studios)
6. Mr.Peculair - Cracker (Sonic Dragon Records)
7. Archaic - Breathing Techniques (Hadra Records)
8. Braincell - Witches In Nature (Glowing Flame Records)
9. Penta - Time Jump (Auraquake)
10. Stereographic - Iluison Modes (Mind Funk Records)

Treavor Moontribe (Ingrooves, Moontribe / USA)
1. Logica - Dirty Duet (Vagalume Records)
2. Joti Sidhu - Fatso (Neurobiotic Records)
3. Beat Bizarre - Scoville Heat Unit (Iboga Records)
4. Perfect Stranger & Eitan Reiter - Lizard (Echoes Records)
5. Lucas O‘Brien & Eat Static - Troglodyte (Tip World) 
6. Headroom & E-Jekt - The BFG (Nano Records)
7. Eitan Reiter - Smile (Perfect Stranger Remix / Aleph Zero Records)
8. Hujaboy - The Fact  (Bionics Records)
9. The First Stone - Whipp It (Vagalume Records)
10. Cosmos Vibrations - Integridad (Antu Records) 

DJ Osho (Echoes Records)
1. Gabriel D‘or & Bordoy - Audium (Sabotage)
2. Christian Smith - The Price Of Freedom (1605)
3. Slam - Metro Noir (Paragraph)
4. Alex DI Stefano - 7 Pod (Roy RosenfelD Remix / Binary404)
5. Christian Cambas - Fireball (1605)
6. Alex Kenji - Forthwith (303Lovers)
7. Matteo DiMarr - Tronno (MAR186)
8. Electric Rescue - Deviant Groove (SCI+TEC)
9. Marshall (aka Luigi Rocca) - Mantra (Roy RosenfelD Remix / Rusted)
10. Phunk Investigation - Enigmatik (Definitive)

DJ Natron (Solar-Tech Records / Germany)
1. Waio - How to (Unreleased / Solar-Tech Records)
2. Touch Tone - Sawdust (Unreleased)
3. Waio - Symbolic (Unreleased / Solar-Tech Records)
4. Rumble Pack - Wraped up (Moon Spirits Records)
5. Avalon - Aggressive Progressive (Nano Records)
6. Flip Flop -  The Collection ( Alchemy Records )
7. Sonic Species - Maschine Terra (Alchemy Records)
8. Earthling vs Chameleon - Time Well Bent (Liquid Records) 
9. Chabunk - Verbale (Solar-Tech Records) 
10. Waio vs Freakulizer - Bass Speaking (Unreleased / Solar-Tech Records) 
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Music is the heart and soul of Goa 
and Psytrance scene.  It has long 
incorporated the playing, tapping, 
hitting, banging and clanging of 
all kinds of instruments from 
guitar, pipes, flutes, drums and 
didgeridoo along with the tracks, 
or just in a big group around 
a fire.  Whatever the case, the 
amazing atmosphere of collective 
raw energy that develops fills 
you with such a feeling of inner 
strength, power and passion that 
it is like the burning fire of plea-
sure spreading from within you 
the inside-out!

When you are on the other side of 
the world, it really tickles your fancy 
when you come across something 
that is a little piece of your home.  
During my travels last month, I met 
Norbert and his son Simon at Hemp-
stone (Austria), their specialty: drums 
and didgeridoos made from hemp-
fibre!  Simon also loves to juggle with 

fire staves, and is 
quite accomplis-

hed at playing 

Hang (unique specialist rare and 
metal drum from Switzerland).

These incredible products are 
completely natural, use only the 
smashed and dyed hemp-fibre 
bound with water!  Nor-
bert explained to me 
he is also experimenting 
with pumpkin and apple 
pulp combined with the 
hemp-fibre mix to 
produce different 
textures, strengths, 
colours and weights. 

The first process invol-
ves design and measurement.  This 
must be correct for the resonance 
of the tube to function.  A plaster 
cast mould is then created to the 
size required  and prepared for the 
hemp-fibre paste mixture.  Over 70% 
of the mixture is water, despite this 

it is still quite a think 
substance to 

work with.  The 
hemp fibre 

paste is 

sprayed directly into the mould 
and then put together.

The didgeridoo is then 
born!  Because of the incre-
dibly high percentage of water, 
the didge will need time to 
settle and completely dry 
through.  They are placed in 

a drying room at constant 
temperature to help this 
process along.  Unbe-
lievably, the hemp-
paste products will 

shrink around 7-8 
times smaller than 

how they are first 
cast!  This must be kept in mind 
during construction.  The finishing 
touches are then made, they are 
polished up and sanded back to pro-
duce the final product.

So how do they compare to the ori-
ginals? 
It was about this point Norbert grab-
bed one of the didges and from stan-
ding, pushed it clean over straight 
into the concrete! Aside from jum-
ping out of my skin from the thun-
der-like clatter, my immediate worry 
turned to the poor didgeridoo that 
just ate concrete! Amazingly, not so 
much as even a scratch!  

Absolute unique, robust and top 
quality product with clean clear 
sound.  With many thanks to the 
lovely guys at Hempstone who were 
a delight to spend the afternoon 
with.  I can definitely recommend 
you get your hands on these!

www.drumparam.at
hempstone@hempstone.at

kylie van eerden

Didgeridoo, Drums and Dance! 
Instruments made from hemp fibre

Hang (unique specialist rare and 
metal drum from Switzerland).

These incredible products are 
completely natural, use only the 
smashed and dyed hemp-fibre 
bound with water!  Nor-
bert explained to me 
he is also experimenting 
with pumpkin and apple 
pulp combined with the 
hemp-fibre mix to 
produce different 
textures, strengths, 
colours and weights. 

The first process invol-

sprayed directly into the mould 
and then put together.

The didgeridoo is then 
born!  Because of the incre-
dibly high percentage of water, 
the didge will need time to 
settle and completely dry 
through.  They are placed in 

a drying room at constant 
temperature to help this 
process along.  Unbe-
lievably, the hemp-
paste products will 

shrink around 7-8 
times smaller than 

how they are first 

Didgeridoo, Drums and Dance! 

and didgeridoos made from hemp-
fibre!  Simon also loves to juggle with 

fire staves, and is 
quite accomplis-

hed at playing 

it is still quite a think 
substance to 

work with.  The 
hemp fibre 

paste is 
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It’s incredible how fast this stuff 
takes hold: I’m wearing my head-
phones not even half a minute 
and I already feel the corners of 
my mouth twitching, then a cosy 
tickle somewhere around my 
stomach and finally I start roaring 
with laughter. Well, looking back 
I ask myself if this amusing effect 
was really intended by “Orgasm”, 
a track that is characterized by a 
pornographic moaning and some 
hovering pad sounds; but isn’t a 
frisky laughter one of the best 
kicks, too?
A simulation of various drug intoxica-
tions and other extraordinary states 
of mind, provoked by special sound 
frequencies- this is what the Ameri-
can I-Doser service offers. The product 
range covers quite everything from 
an acoustic dose of cocaine, availa-
ble for few bucks via download, up to 
a profound enlightment experience 
lasting half an hour for 200 $. All these 
“drugs” can be re-used and of course 
they are 100% legal.

Despite the kind of unusual orgasm 
experience, I am taking the basic 
idea of I-Dosing really serious. As a 
long-year music junkie I know very 
well about the stimulating effect of 
sounds. But the humming and whir-
ring sounds of “LSD”, “Ecstasy” or 
“Peyote” strongly remind me clas-
sic Psychedelic Chill Out productions- 
only the difference that the latter 
appear more sophisticated and har-
monic to me. Listening to the I-Doser 
stuff definitely causes a certain mental 
effect which -concerning its intensity- 
I would describe as something bet-
ween the sleepy twilight state when 
travelling above the diesel engine of a 
ship and listening to the grinding of an 
ice crusher. But if an authentic simu-

lation of the regarding drug intoxica-
tion is given in this way seems dou-
btful for me with my modest expe-
rience.  Surely it is an important factor 
to which extent you get involved in the 
initially passive listening experience, 
which is to say to which extent you 
start meditating actively on its basis.

For sure, everybody has expe-
rienced the actual effect of sounds 
on the human mind. Hans Cousto, 
sound researcher and author of 
“The Cosmic Octave” explains 
which factors are important for this 
phenomenon:

Roberdo: How can 
sounds and melodies be 
used for a specific change 
of consciousness?
Hans: Sounds and melo-
dies have been used for 
specific changes of the 
human consciousness 
since time immemorial, 
just think about the sing-
ing of shamans or Sufis, the 
drumming rituals in Africa, the Gre-
gorian singing, the requiem mass in 
the catholic church or even the mili-
tary march music which is used to 
accompany the movement of a large 
amount of people and to initiate the 
actual marching.

Roberdo:  And how does this work 
in detail?
Hans:A good example for a fre-
quency that is popular for being the 
basis of meditative music, is the Indian 
keynote “Om”. This tone is based 
on the rotation of Earth around the 
sun. Also known as the “Year-Tone”, 
it represents a C sharp at 136,10 Hz 
and it equals the 32nd octave of the 

Earth’s year. In India this tone is the 
keynote for all the sitar and tam-
bura music and is also called “Sadja”, 
which means something like “Father 
of the Others”. The secret of the 
immense power of Indian medita-
tion music is based on the fact that 
it is tuned with exactly these tides of 
events, with the “Tao”. 

Roberdo: Is there a habituation 
effect or will these sounds always trig-
ger the same reaction again?
Hans:There is no habituation effect. 
Also somebody who meditated all life 
long by singing on the frequency of 
the Earth’s Year-Tone, the Om, will still 
enjoy the full benefits of such a medi-

tation when being very 
old. Another sound, that 
can trigger opera sin-
gers for many years, 
is the so-called “Tris-
tan Chord”. The Tri-
stan Chord is a har-
mony used as a leitmo-
tif in Richard Wagner’s 
musical drama “Tristan 
and Iseult” after which it 

was also named. It is integrated into a 
paramount sequential context. 

Roberdo: Are there also psycho-
active sounds to discover in every-
day life?
Hans:Yes, lots of them- from church 
bells to police sirens!

Es ist unglaublich, wie schnell 
das Zeug knallt: Ich habe den 
Kopfhörer nicht mal eine halbe 
Minute auf den Ohren und schon 
spüre ich dieses Zucken in den 
Mundwinkeln, gleich darauf 
einen wohligen Druck in der 
Bauchgegend, der sich schließlich 
in einem herzhaften Lachen 

I-Doser 
Drug injection via Headphone / the effects of music

Hans Cousto
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entlädt. Zwar frage ich 
mich im Nachhinein, ob 
das pornöse Gestöhne 
vor den stehenden 
Flächensounds mit dem 
Titel „Orgasm“ wirklich 
auf diesen erhei-
ternden Effekt abzielte; aber gehört 
ein herzhaftes Lachen nicht auch zu 
den schönsten Kicks überhaupt?
Die durch spezielle Klangfrequenzen 
hervorgerufene Simulation verschie-
denster Drogenerlebnisse und son-
stiger außergewöhnlicher Bewusst-
seinszustände verspricht der ameri-
kanische Anbieter I-Doser. Das Ange-
bot reicht von einer akustischen Dosis 
Kokain, via Download für wenige Dol-
lars erhältlich, bis hin zur halbstün-
digen Kompletterleuchtung für 200$. 
Wohlgemerkt sind diese „Drogen“ 
wiederverwendbar – und vollkom-
men legal!

Trotz des etwas ungewöhnlichen 
Orgasmuserlebnisses nehme ich den 
grundsätzlichen Ansatz von  I-Dosing 
durchaus ernst. Denn die stimulie-
rende Wirkung von Klängen ist mir 
als langjährigem Musikjunkie sehr 
wohl bekannt. Die brummenden 
und surrenden Sounds von „LSD“, 
„Ecstasy“ oder „Peyote“ erinnern 
mich jedoch stark an klassische Psy-
chedelic Chill Out Produktionen- mit 
dem Unterschied, dass letztere in mei-
nen Ohren harmonischer und runder 
klingen. Beim Hören entsteht durch-
aus ein gewisser Effekt, den ich von 
der Intensität her irgendwo zwischen 
dem schläfrigen Dämmerzustand 
über dem Dieselmotor eines Schiffes 
und dem erwartungsvollen Lauschen 
eines Eiscrushers einordnen würde. 
Ob man in dieser Hinsicht von einer 
authentischen Simulation des jewei-
ligen Drogenrausches sprechen kann, 

das erscheint mir mit meiner beschei-
denen Erfahrung dagegen etwas frag-
würdig. Ein wichtiger Faktor ist sicher-
lich, in wie weit man sich auf das 
zunächst passive Hörerlebnis einlässt, 
also inwieweit man auf seiner Grund-
lage eine aktive Meditation beginnt.

Die tatsächliche Wirksamkeit von 
Klängen auf unser Bewusstsein 
hat ganz sicher jeder von uns 
schon einmal erlebt. Hans Cousto, 
Klangforscher und Autor von „Die 
Kosmische Oktave“ erklärt im 
Interview, welche Faktoren dabei 
eine Rolle spielen.

Roberdo: Inwieweit können 
Geräusche und Melodien gezielt zur 
Bewusstseinsveränderung einge-
setzt werden?
Hans: Geräusche und Melodien wer-
den seit Urzeiten gezielt zur Bewusst-
seinsveränderung eingesetzt, man 
denke beispielsweise an die Gesänge 
der Schamanen oder der Sufis, an die 
Trommelrituale in Afrika, an die gre-
gorianischen Gesänge oder an die 
Totenmessen (Requien) in der katho-
lischen Kirche oder auch an die mili-
tärische Marschmusik, deren Zweck 
darin besteht, die Bewegung einer 
größeren Menschenmenge zu beglei-
ten und beim Marschieren zu regeln.

Roberdo: Und wie genau funktio-
niert das dann?
Hans: Als gutes Beispiel für eine Fre-
quenz, die als Grundlage für meditative 
Musik bekannt ist, kann der indische 

Grundton „Om“ genannt 
werden. Grundlage dieses 
Tones ist der Umlauf der 
Erde um die Sonne. Der 
auch „Jahreston“ genannte 
Ton ist ein Cis mit 136,10 
Hz und entspricht der 32. 

Oktave des Erdenjahres. In Indien ist 
dieser Ton der Grundton der Sitar- und 
Tamburamusik und wird auch „Sadja“ 
genannt, was soviel heißt wie: „Vater 
der Anderen“. Das Geheimnis der 
enormen Wirkung der indischen Medi-
tationsmusik liegt ganz einfach in der 
Tatsache begründet, dass diese eben 
genau auf den Lauf der Dinge, das 
„Tao“, eingestimmt ist.

Roberdo: Tritt ein Gewöhnungseffekt 
auf oder triggern die Sounds immer 
wieder die gleiche Reaktion?
Hans: Ein Gewöhnungseffekt tritt 
nicht auf. Auch jemand, der ein Leben 
lang auf der Frequenz des Jahrestones 
der Erde – dem „Om“ – in singender 
Weise meditiert, kann noch im hohen 
Alter den wohltuenden Segen einer 
derartigen Meditation verspüren. Ein 
anderer Sound, der beispielsweise 
Opernsänger über viele Jahre hin-
weg triggern kann, ist der sogenannte 
„Tristan Akkord“. Der Tristan-Akkord 
ist eine leitmotivisch genutzte Har-
monie aus Richard Wagners Musik-
drama „Tristan und Isolde“, nach 
dem er auch benannt wurde. Er ist in 
einen übergeordneten sequenziellen 
Zusammenhang integriert.

Roberdo: Gibt es auch im Alltag psy-
choaktive Sounds zu entdecken?
Hans: Ja, jeder Menge, von Kirchen-
glocken bis zu Polizeisirenen!

www.i-doser.com

Roberdo
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Mit Felix Stöver ist im ver-
gangenen November eines der 
größten Talente zeitgenössischer 
psychedelischer und visionärer 
Kunst verstorben. Seine groß-
formatigen Schwarzlichtgemälde 
haben zahllosen Partys ein ein-
zigartiges Flair verliehen und sind 
somit ein nicht wegzudenkender 
Teil der Geschichte unserer Szene. 
Felix’ bemerkenswerte Fanta-
sie und seine erstaunlichen tech-
nischen Fertigkeiten schlugen sich 
außerdem in zahlreichen Illustra-
tionen und Comics nieder.

Wie nur wenige Menschen ver-
stand es der aus Hamburg stam-
mende Künstler, in seinen Werken 
komplexe Bewusstseinzustände jen-
seits der Grenzen sinnlicher Wahr-
nehmung metaphorisch wiederzu-
geben. Das Betrachten seiner viel-
schichtigen, detailverliebten Male-
reien und Grafiken ist somit nicht 
nur ein hochgradig ästhetisches 
Erlebnis sondern eröffnet zudem 
Einblicke in eine Meta-Realität hin-
ter den Dimensionen von Raum 
und Zeit. Der stets freundliche und 
bescheidene Felix erlag den Folgen 
eines Hirntumors. In seinen zahl-
reichen Werken wird sein wahrhaft 
großer Geist jedoch weiterleben.

Felix
A farewell to a great artist and good friend

In November one of 
the biggest talents of 
contemporary psy-
chedelic and visio-
nary art passed away. 
Felix Stöver decora-
ted countless parties 
with his huge black 
light paintings and 
created astounding 
atmospheres in this 
way. Furthermore 
his remarkable ima-
gination and his fas-
cinating technical 
skills found expres-
sion in numerous 
illustrations and 
comics. Felix’s work 
became an integral 
part of the history of 
our scene.

The artist from Ham-
burg had the very 
rare gift for reprodu-
cing complex states of 
consciousness beyond the bounda-
ries of perception in a metaphori-
cal way. Thus looking at his multila-
yered, incredibly detailed paintings 
and graphics is not only a highly 
aesthetic experience but also gives 
insight to a meta-reality behind the 

dimensions of space and time. The 
always friendly and modest Felix 
died from a brain tumour. But his 
truly fine mind will stay alive in his 
numerous works.

Roberdo

Felix Stöver
 23.03.1972    03.11.2010

Wir nehmen Abschied von einem großartigen Künstler.
Felix Stöver hat uns mit seinen Bildern und Zeichnungen immer wieder aufs Neue begeistert.

Er hinterlässt seine Eltern, seinen Lebensgefährten und Freunde Wir werden ihn alle sehr vermissen.

We say goodbye to a great artist.  Felix Stöver excited us again and again with his breathtaking and intricate 
paintings and drawings. He leaves behind his parents, his partner and friends and will be sorely missed by all.
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Soccer was the rule, back then in 
the boys-only elementary school 
in Lima. Thus Chris, a highly ima-
ginative boy who was barely ever 
seen not doodling something, 
was regarded to be quite a nerd. 
But the young Peruvian kept on 
scribbling, always feeling the urge 
to create something new, to check 
out unknown techniques and to 
switch up mediums and styles. 
In this way he developed step by 
step a very independent and truly 
unique style. His paintings are 
bursting with colours and com-
bine profound psychedelic ideas 
with a highly energetic clarity. But 
there is even more: He pursues an 
approach that could be described 
as psychedelic Street Art.

“I think canvas painting allows a nice 
surface to express something really 
powerful, but it can also be boring 
to always just do squares n rectan-
gles, stuff with corners. Visionary art 
has to escape the galleries and hit 
the streets to reach the real masses 
who need it”, the nowadays Canada 
based artist explains. Which is why 
his work can be found on shoes, 
skate-, snow-, and surfboards, on 
hats, vehicles, vinyl toys, records and 
of course also on the walls of the 
urban concrete jungles. It is really 
just like Chris, that he can’t restrict 
himself to one medium to paint on, 
he can’t decide for a favourite tech-
nique: “I think I can do my sickest 
stuff with acrylic paints, but then I 
also like to just jam out some quick 
spray paint murals on a hot sunny 
day. Drawing is fun, video is fun, 
sculpture is fun…“ Chris does not 
regard himself to be part of a par-
ticular scene. Nevertheless he has 

a very clear idea of psychedelic art: 
“It comes from parallel dimensions, 
vibrating at a higher frequency; Visi-
ons from beyond our physical rea-
lity. This is not necessarily tied into 
drugs as all realities already exist 
inside us. Not necessarily positive, 
but hopefully.” During the past 3 
years he has been collaborating on 
a documentary movie about his art 
and his numerous journeys, that 
will be published on DVD in spring. 
He has just finished “260 big glossy 
color pages of visual soul explosions 
of different kinds” – quite a promi-
sing thing to watch out for in 2011!

Als psychedelische Street Art könnte 
man das Werk des peruanisch-
stämmigen Chris Dyer beschrei-
ben- denn er sieht nicht die Galerie, 
sondern die Straße als den Ort, wo 
seine Kunst ihre Wirkung am besten 
entfalten kann. Und so findet man 
seine vor Farben strotzenden, hoch-
gradig psychedelischen und den-

noch bemerkenswert klaren Male-
reien auf Schuhen, Skate-, Surf- und 
Snowboards, auf Hüten, Autos und 
natürlich den Wänden des urbanen 
Betondschungels. Im nächsten Jahr 
wird es eine Dokumentation über 
sein Schaffen und seine zahlreichen 
Reisen auf DVD geben, außerdem 
ein Kunstbuch mit „260 Seiten ver-
schiedenartiger visueller Explosi-
onen der Seele“…

www.positivecreations.ca

Roberdo

Chris Dyer
the mushroom cover artist
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Her twisted black light paintings 
often break the strict rules of 
symmetry, sometimes rather 
subtle, sometimes very obvious. 
In consequence, her work is cha-
racterized by a very organic and 
natural flow. With her project 
Nativelizardape, Katrin Biewer-
Guttbier from the German city 
of Coblenz gives expression to 
her deep passion for fluorescent 
party decoration for already 
more than a decade.

Do you have a typical 
workflow?

I like to let myself go 
when painting, not thin-
king about what I am 
doing but just let it 
flow. I am a very spi-
ritual person and my 
paintings give expres-
sion to this attitude 
towards life and 
my environ-
ment. Each of 
my pictures is 
based on some 
experience, a vision or an expec-
tation of mine. I am experien-
cing my environment very intensely 
and painting gives me the possibi-
lity to reflect these experiences. Often 
the actual subject of a painting only 
becomes apparent once I have finis-
hed it. In this way I am learning new 
things about myself, it is sort of natu-
ral Trance.

How did this evolve, what was 
your artistic career?

I started painting in 1998. During the 
summer of that year I experienced 
my first outdoor party and was imme-

diately filled with enthusiasm for the 
world of fluorescent colours. So I star-
ted some experiments myself and did 
my first blankets and objects. Soon I 
got invited to decorate some events. 
After a few years I took a break from 
the scene. But some time ago I finally 
returned to my roots. The old spirit 
returned immediately and now cre-
ating new black light decoration is 
even more fun than ever before!

So what is your current project?

At the moment I am working on my 
outdoor decoration for the next open 
air season. It will consist of many 
blankets and banners and also some 
nice objects.

www.myspace.com/548542409

Roberdo

Nativelizardape 
Mystic Black Light Art
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It took 2 years of work for the 
2 editors to get 41 writers and 
38 photographers to create this 
unique book of the Psytrance 
movement. On 280 pages, the 
masterminds of the scene tell 
their story of how the scene 
emerged out of its roots in 
the 60’s. 

Music, art, spirituality and the glo-
bal tribes and festivals are presen-
ted in this book, that is accompa-
nied by a DVD produced by the 
visual masters Psynema. The English 
edition is planned for 2011, Editions 

in other languages with new con-
tent and pictures will hopefully also 
become reality.

Die Idee gibt es ja schon länger, 
aber niemand traute sich, das Mon-
sterwerk wirklich zu machen. Erst 
vor zwei Jahren fanden sich Tom 
Rom und Pascal Querner zusam-
men und dachten sich, dass es end-
lich ein Buch braucht um nicht nur 
die traumhaften Fotos sondern auch 
die Goa-Szene seit ihrem Beginn in 
Szene zu setzen. Die Psytrance-Kul-
tur ist nicht nur eine Musikströmung 
sondern ein wichtiger Teil der elek-

tronischen Dance-Kultur des 20. 
und 21. Jahrhunderts. Klar, die bei-
den hätten das Buch selber schrei-
ben können, denn sie sind seit mehr 
als zehn Jahren auf vielen Festivals 
und Hunderten Partys in aller Welt 
unterwegs und kennen viele Leute, 
die die Szene entscheidend mit-
geprägt haben. Doch beiden war 
wichtig, dass die Masterminds der 
Szene ihre Geschichte selber erzäh-
len – und das so bunt und direkt 
wie möglich.
Es dauerte zwei Jahre intensiver 
Arbeit, bis jetzt das Buch endlich 
fertig geworden ist, denn es ist ein 

20 Years of Psychedelic Trance
The Goa Book
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Buch von Freaks für Freaks. Dank 
dem Nachtschattenverlag erschien 
es Ende November 2010 zuerst in 
Deutsch. 280 Seiten stark ist das 
Goa-Buch geworden (Fluoro-Ein-
band inklusive), 650 Fotos sind 
darin verarbeitet, 41 Autoren von 
Goa Gil, Raja Ram, Christian Rätsch, 
Sam Chaishop und viele andere 
bekannte Autoren und auch 38 
Fotografen und viele Künstler haben 
sich damit ein Denkmal für die 
Ewigkeit gesetzt – grafisch traum-
haft umgesetzt vom Grafiker Peter 
Lippert aus Wien. Das Buch ist wie 

ein Tagebuch für die ältere Trance-
Generation und soll auch ein Lehr-
buch für die jüngeren Fraggles sein. 
Das Ziel der Herausgeber ist, dass 
das ursprüngliche Verständnis der 
Goa-Bewegung an die young gene-
ration weiter gegeben wird.
36 Kapitel erzählen die Geschichte 
der bunten Tribes, die wichtgsten 
Festivals der Welt von Japan bis 
Russland, die Musik, Kunst, Perfor-
mances, die Psywear und Spiritua-
lität der Szene in all ihren Facetten. 
Österreich, Deutschland und der 
Schweiz sind eigene Kapitel gewid-

met.Die Herausgeber wollten so 
viel wie möglich in dem Buch unter-
bringen. Eine begleitende DVD der 
Visual-Wizards Psynema (El Geko 
und BuzzT) vervollständigt das 
Werk in bewegten Bildern. Viele 
Mushroomleser werden sich im 
Buch und auch auf der DVD wieder-
finden und sich als stolzer Teil einer 
einzigartigen globalen Szene emp-
finden, wie es sie seit den Hippieta-
gen nicht mehr gegeben hat.

www.nachtschatten.ch/goabook

Roberdo
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Since the day we are born, 
the human nature is driven to 
play.  Juggling has long since 
been an important part of the psy 
trance and goa community and 
we bring you the first of many 
articles that introduces you into 
this mesmerizing world. 

The connection between rhythm, 
beat and music with repetitive 

movement and playing can take you 
to a completely new world.  There 
are an extensive variety of toys, 
sticks, balls, clubs, staves and more 
used for throwing, catching, spin-
ning and twirling  and can be descri-
bed as a perfect mathematical flow 
of harmony.

To fidget and twiddle, to see how 
things work and move, the curiosity 

Juggling 
The Unity of Trance and Rhythmic Movement
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of the human mind  is captivated 
by the memorizing trance like state 
induced by oscillation and spin. The 
misleading impression given by the 
active rearrangement of objects fas-
cinates the human mind, making 
the impossible seem possible and 
the unreal come to life!

We bring you the first of many arti-
cles to introduce you to this beauti-
ful art form that has long since been 
an integral part of our scene.   These 
amazing displays of manipulation 
and skills are frequently seen cir-
cumferencing the dancefloor at 
many festivals and parties, testing 
the limits of manual dexterity.

Visually stimulating performances 
often incorporate the use of lights 
and fire, and the results are brea-
thtaking.  Juggling has been a per-
fect compliment to Goa and Psy-
trance, not only good exercise and 
entertainment, but it also it teaches 
patience and focus and helps 

improve physical fitness, balance, 
rhythm and reflexes.

There are juggling toys of all sha-
pes and varieties: from poi to hula 
hoops, sticks, strings, balls, spi-
rals, curvy toys, straight toys and 
the most complex and intricate to 
the most seemingly simple, juggling 

is a delightful entertainment filled 
with colour and amazing displays of 
human capability.  

The best part is, ANYONE can 
juggle, and you can begin at 
anytime.  So whether you are just 
starting out, or you can juggle 
fire poi in a seemingly impossi-
ble way without setting your hair 
on fire, we embrace juggling and 
welcome all that contribute to this 
interesting and beautiful component 
in our scene. 

Juggling instigates mischief, fun and 
laughter.  It is an art, a sport, an 
expression and a skill... it is whate-
ver you decide it to be...

Kylie Van Eerden

FAIRY FLOSS BYRON BAY
Fairy Floss began as a fairy-party funky shop. Over 
time, it has evolved with much more to offer and 
hassle free online mail-order.  With a beautiful range 
of clothing suited to day-time, work, evening and par-
tying, the casual funky unique designs at Fairy Floss 
in Byron Bay Australia, are inspired by local creative 
street wear.  Natural fabrics are used, comfort being a 
big emphasis.

With a wide range of stylish designs the clothing is both comfortable, 
practical, sleek and gives you a certain edge.  Fairy Floss has a colle-
ction for women, men and kids, as well as some gorgeous accesso-
ries, including fairy wings, fire staff and poi toys and other yummy 
accessories!

The main designer is Revital Lev who has a B.A. in design. Together 
with Alex Lev they create with love a new creative collection every 
season.  After traveling the world, they chose to live in Byron shire, 
finding the collective consciousness in the area vibrating with our 
own.  With a lot of help from fairies and angels around, they have 
managed to manifest all they dreamed of. 

“With no doubt we can say “DREAMS COME TRUE” our goal is to 
spread this awareness to the magic. To be joyous, creative and to shine 
the light of love that is always here and now.”  - Fairy Floss, Byron Bay.

www.fairyflossbyronbay.com

All pics by Kylie Van Eerden

You can buy juggling equipment at 
www.fairyflossbyronbay.com

is a delightful entertainment filled 
with colour and amazing displays of 
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Thailand
Spaced-out sounds day and night
Thailand is one of the world centres 
of Psychedelic Trance for pretty 
much as long as the music is around 
itself. Many of us may have had 
their first introduction into spaced-
out sounds played day and night 
right here.

Especially Ko Phangan is constantly 
developing its scene. The friendly 
island with its white sand beaches 
and lush forests hosts not only the 
Full Moon party, where Tommy’s 
Resort still caters to the psychedelic 
traveller’s needs. Especially Half 
Moon and Black Moon party plus 
the bimonthly Shivamoon and 
Jungle Experience guarantee good 
party vibes, even more in the early 
morning hours.

Ban Sabaii hosts a party on any 
day after the moon parties, plus the 

bimonthly Acid Moon. Most 
parties play during 

the day and the 
atmosphere 

and energy 

is as familiar as it is inviting. Pirate 
Bar is a smaller location with regular 
parties situated on an otherwise less 
frequented beach in the northwest 
of the island. And if you’re stranded 
and needy, there is always the 
option to listen to sometimes good 
and live and sometimes bad and 
taped Trance at Zoom right at Haad 
Rin beach.

The scene centres around Ko 
Phangan but is not limited to it. 
Neighbouring island Ko Tao has 
New Year’s Eve’s Experience festival, 
a full-fledged festival from 30 
December to 2 January with up to 
2,000 visitors expected.

Bangkok’s Khao San road is home 
to Ooze Bar and Peab Moon Bar, 
opened every day. Two simple and 
small street bars where you will 
run into people whom you have 
already met at the island parties. 
A very special venue is also Ezze 
bar: Located in Bangkok’s famous 
RCA district with all its university 
students, it offers a different world 
just behind the doorstep.

If you are lucky during your stay, 
you can attend a party two hours 
away from Bangkok on a vast 
reservoir. Rafts are towed together 
and pulled towards a tiny island and 
the beat doesn’t stop for three days. 
Please refer to the usual websites or 
to Ooze bar to find out about dates. 
This December 25th -27th will kick 
off pre- New Year‘s Eve celebrations 
in this stunning setting.

Parties include lots of international 
DJs and some world-class residents. 
Music is ranging from Progressive 
early at night, to Full On at night to 
deep Psychedelic in the morning. 
Entry fees are usually less than 10 
Euros but sometimes up to 50, for 
instance for the lake event; howe-
ver, you will see that wherever you 
go, you will get value for money.

Be careful with your consumption; 
smelly herbs should be smoked 
far from everybody and purchased 
from trustworthy persons only.

LoveDave
http://psytraveller.net/LoveDave 

bimonthly Acid Moon. Most 
parties play during 

atmosphere 
and energy 

bimonthly Acid Moon. Most 
parties play during 

the day and the 
atmosphere 

and energy 

country profile taken 
from www.psytraveller.net
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New Years Eve at the Experience Festival
Dec 30th to Jan 2nd / Ko Tao / Thailand
Ko Tao is a diver’s paradise 
during the year. But once a year 
Leung and the Koh Phangan Goa 
folks organize a 3-nights-party 
around New Year’s Eve with more 
than 2,000 people. This festival 
is surely one of the best places 
in the world to spend the year’s 
change since it has become 
impossible to organize a more-
day festival on Koh Phangan due 
to the island’s regulations. 4 days 
and 3 nights on a hilltop jungle 
plateau provide an astounding 
mass of deco from Phangan and 
Carin Dickson from South Africa. 
A beautiful mainfloor with superb 
views, a market area with chill-
out floor, a great PA system and 
party all night long – with nearby 
beaches such as Freedom Beach 
and Chalok Ban Kao. The loca-
tion is close to the pier but inland 

and easily accessible by taxi or 
motorbike. The international line-
up this year is great: Parasense 
from Russia, Paul Taylor from 
UK, Scotty and Antaro from Voov 
and lots of top-end Thai DJs such 
as Sabaii Sabaii, Leung, Jao, Koi 

and many more. Make sure to 
book a bungalow on the island 
in advance!

www.theexperience-kohtao.com

 TomRom

Blackmoon Party
Jan 06th / Ban Sabai @ Ko Phangan / Thailand

Ko Tao is a diver’s paradise during 
the year. But once a year Leung 
and the Koh Phangan Goa folks 
organize a 3-nights-party around 
New Year’s Eve with more than 
2,000 people. This festival is surely 
one of the best places in the world 
to spend the year’s change since it 
has become impossible to organize 
a more-day festival on Koh Phan-
gan due to the island’s regulations. 
4 days and 3 nights on a hilltop 
jungle plateau provide an astoun-
ding mass of deco from Phan-
gan and Carin Dickson from South 
Africa. A beautiful mainfloor with 
superb views, a market area with 
chillout floor, a great PA system and 
party all night long – with nearby 

beaches such as Freedom Beach 
and Chalok Ban Kao. 

The location is close to the pier.
 TomRom
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When you speak of Brazil, what 
comes to your mind? If you 
are into psychedelic parties, 
for sure you are gonna say 
Universo Paralello. Mix your 
feelings into heavenly lands-
capes, beaches, mountains, sun 
and an exquisite wild energy 
for partying like never before. 
Welcome to paradise!

Psychedelic fruit in Brazil is 
maturing for some years and little 
by little it gets one of the sweetest 
corners in the world when the 
subject is tasting all kinds of 
psytrance.

Every year, thousands of 
international freaks keep coming 
to discover the flavors of Brazilian 
scene. Many festivals did not 
happen in 2009 and the scenario 
does not change much for 2010.

Universo Paralello has officially 
decided to take place every 2 
years, after the massive last new 
year´s eve. Soulvision still holds 
carnival festival with a lot of 
low bpm music. Samsara is also 
always happening, but nothing is 
quite sure about Cachoeira Alta. 
Fora do Tempo, Tranceformation 
and Trancendence are definetly 

not scheduled. A new upcoming 
festival takes place in Chapada 
Diamantina in July, Ziohm. Worth 
checking if you are escaping from 
European summer.

In parties, the evolution can be 
felt in very professional and well 
organized events in the whole 
country where we can clearly 
see 2 blocks: mainstream and 
underground.

Mainstream parties have reduced 
quite a lot their activities. Parties 
such as XXXperience, Tribe and 
Kabalah, have no longer dates 
scheduled for the whole year all 
around the country due to autho-
rities demands on what concerns 
drugs policy. There is still some 
movement, but nothing compared 
to 2 or 3 years ago. The massive 
psytrance boom is gone.

4iDeas has also stopped making 
parties in 2010 and should be 
back with their own festival 2011. 
Now only its artist management 
4AM continue working, sharing 
space with Wild Artists, Carambo-
la and Water Republic.

On the other hand, serious under-
ground parties have dancefloors 

on fire in the main psycho poles 
like Sao Paulo, Belo Horizonte and 
Salvador feeling ears and souls 
with the best of dark psychedelic, 
full on and progressive trance. But 
psytrance can be listened in abso-
lutely every part of the country.

Parties like Mystic Tribe, Respect, 
Earthdance, Goa Gil (Sao Paulo), 
Ecologic (Vitoria), Samadhi 
Parvati and Calangute (BH), and 
Soononmoon(Bahia) productions 
give psychedelic spirit new breath 
party after party, not to mention 
all other crews working to keep it 
alive and kicking. The dance can 
never stop!

TIPS
Brazilians love to use the internet. Basically, you can find everything you need just by “googling” it, joining Orkut 
communities or signing up to web based forums
Once in São Paulo, look for Oca Hostel, Rua: Manoel de Paiva, 147 - Vila Mariana. It’s a hostel built by and for psy-
chedelic trance lovers. There you might find some DJs and producers as well, beware ;)
Traveling long distances by car or bus may turn out into adventures, due to bad road conditions. Cheap flight pri-
ces aren’t hard to find.
There are many things to see and do, that are impossible to explain in one page. Come to Brazil and see for yourself! 
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NETWORKS
www.baladaplanet.com.br
www.casadaindia.art.br
www.disturb.com.br
www.emusicbrasil.com
www.plurall.org
www.psyte.com.br
www.thefullonproject.com.br
www.zuvuya.net

PARTYS
www.amazontribe.org
www.emusicbrasil.com
www.euphoria.art.br
www.festivalforadotempo.art.br
www.mystictribe.art.br
www.respect.art.br
www.soulvision.art.br
www.universoparalello.art.br

TRAVEL
www.myspace.comocahostel
www.busup.com.br

Dictating patterns, Vagalume 
Records keeps psychedelic, 
releasing many digital EPs with 
The First Stone, Burn in Noise, 
Logica, Circuit Breakers and now 
debuting new live act Labirinto, 
by Pedrao aka The Twenty-eight. 
Also Rica Amaral live act Men 2 
Deep starts blowing the dance-
floors around.

Many acts raise from anonymous 
to well known artists: Necropsy-
cho, Magma Ohm, Demonizz and 
Cannibal Barbecue are the spot 
on night music, also represented 
by the 1 year old label Antima-
teria Recordings, that released 2 
VAs in 2009.

On the progressive side, Analog 
Drink, Abstract Sunrise, Jumpers, 
Strange Doctors, Erotic Dream 
and Minimal Criminal are some 
of the producers spreading 
their talent to release tracks 
in international serious labels 
such as Iono, Plusquam, Cosmic 
Conspiracy and Planet Ben.

Club scene is very strong in low 
bpm music if you are into it. 
Not many clubs solely playing 
psytrance.

Although Universo Paralello is 
not happening from 10/11, the 
psychedelic people won´t be 
orphaned. 303Art Festival is 

coming to spread art and good 
music into a more familiar new 
year´s gathering.

So if you want an enjoyable 
party, with beautiful people in 
amazing places, get yourself 
packed and come for a season 
in Brazil! 
Check www.zuvuya.net for up-
dates about parties and travelling 
and get your feet on the road. 
We are waiting for you...

Ricardo Janczur

Brazil links

country profile taken 
from www.psytraveller.net
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India
Daylight dancing...

country profiles taken 
from www.psytraveller.net
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Only three letters are still suffici-
ent to create a large repertoire of 
associations: Goa. The West Indian 
state with its palm lined beaches 
used to be a paradise for dropouts 
since many decades and is regar-
ded to be the origin of our scene. 
Looking at India in general and 
Goa in particular today, the scene 
is pumping as ever. Locations like 
Anjuna Beach, the Wednesday 
Flea Market or the Saturday Night 
Market will be familiar names 
even for the oldest veterans and 
they are worth a visit today just 
like 20 years back. And also classic 
party spots like the Hilltop, 9-Bar, 
Curlies or Shiva Valley are still on 
and always a place worth visit for 
those hungry for some proper Psy 
Trance music.

What might be a surprise for the 
one or the other traveller is the fact 
that at the moment outdoor parties 
in Goa are daylight parties due to 
the current legal situation. You will 
rarely find any event running longer 
than 10:30 PM. But what could be 

better than dancing half naked 
under the warm sun? Go for Curlies 
and Shiva Valley, there is some 
party going on quite every day. Club 
Westend is currently the only place 
where music is played for 23 hours 
but also here the outdoor action last 
only to 11 o’clock – then the party 
will move indoors. All events will 
continue open air from the early 
morning hours. Also in Morjim 
and Arambol you will find 24-hour 
events occasionally, here the Russi-
an scene is represented very strong. 
During the Xmas holidays there will 
be lots of party in all places, actually 
impossible to miss it. And then Sun-
burn Festival will take place from 
27th – 29th December in Candolim. 
Actually this event used to be a 
rather commercial one but this year 
there will also be a Psy Trance stage 
presenting Protoculture, Xerox and 
Illumination and GMS. For NYE all 
parties are allowed to run also duri-
ng the night and of course there are 
lots of dance floors to look out for. 
In Bangalore there will be a great 
party with two stages presenting 

Psy Trance and Progressive Trance 
/ Techno, for instance. The Russian 
New Year Party will take place only 
in January. From December to 
February you will find some nice 
music in a cosy place between Goa 
and Bangalore quite every day. 
Don’t miss visiting Silent Noise in 
Palolem, India’s only headphone 
club. Barley any Psy Trance will be 
played but good Techno, Break Beat 
and House and it is a one of a kind 
experience. Also don’t miss to visit 
Ohm beach, Paradise beach, Kudle 
beach and Gokarna! 
Avoid carrying around anything 
illegal and be very carefully with 
strangers offering you something 
illegal. And respect the local culture 
and traditions. Avoid being too loud 
in certain places and don’t make 
jokes about certain things. Indians 
are very friendly and hospitable. But 
once seriously offended, especially 
regarding their tradition they can 
get really nasty.

Roberdo &  Braindrop
http://psytraveller.net/Braindrop



1 year mushroom magazine
from only 9,90 €

1 year mushroom magazine
+ 10 CD welcome pack

from only 34,90 €

www.mushroom-online.com/subscribe

special offe
r

until 3
1.01.2011

1 year mushroom magazine1 year mushroom magazine1 year mushroom magazine1 year mushroom magazine1 year mushroom magazine1 year mushroom magazine
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special offe
r

until 3
1.01.2011
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Prices from February 2011:Prices from February 2011:
1 year mushroom magazine without welcome pack: from 14,90 €1 year mushroom magazine without welcome pack: from 14,90 €

1 year mushroom magazine with 5 CD welcome pack: from 34,90 €1 year mushroom magazine with 5 CD welcome pack: from 34,90 €1 year mushroom magazine with 5 CD welcome pack: from 34,90 €
1 year mushroom magazine with 10 CD welcome pack: from 49,90 €1 year mushroom magazine with 10 CD welcome pack: from 49,90 €



If you are looking to fluff your fea-
thers and fly south for the win-
ter, Australia is a beautiful coun-
try known for its much warmer and 
drier climate.  A surprisingly large 
diversity in culture exists between 
the highly populated areas, owing 
to the large distances between 
them. There is one thing that is con-
sistent wherever you are though, 
and that is the true Aussie spirit!  

Australia is known for its enthusiastic 
vibrant scene with extensively differing 
experiences between cities up and down 
the coasts.  With such open apprecia-
tion for music in any form, most festivals 
provide several music styles that usu-
ally accommodate everyones’ likings.  Be 
sure though that you check the weather 
conditions wherever you go, so that you 
can be prepared!  Extreme heat changing 
to heavy rain is not uncommon!

Without doubt if you are not in costume, 
you will be one of the odd ones out!  The 
Aussies will go all out to find the wackiest 
and craziest, most unique things to 
wear.  They seemingly have no bounda-
ries when it comes to sacrificing dignity 
in the name of a good laugh.

www.oztrance.net 
www.australiens.net 
www.inthemix.com.au
http://ozdoof.info/main
www.spraci.com
www.perthlings.com

Australia links
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Massage and meditation tents are com-
mon along with other spiritual healing 
related setups and you may also find 
some fun and interactive tents.  Artwork 
and deco is expressed and encouraged 
and most certainly at the larger events an 
opening ceremony usually with strong 
spiritual significance and recognition of 
sacred ground is performed.

Larger events include Rainbow Serpent, 
Tribeadelic, Maitreya, Maya Festival and 
Somatica.  Heading up the east coast 
you will find Subsonic Music festival bet-
ween Newcastle and Sydney, Brisbane is 
the home of Earth Freq, Cairns hosts the 
Winter Solstice Festival and Earthdance 
events are celebrated throughout the 
whole country.

Australia really is one of the places you 
absolutely must see and experience to 
believe!  A wonderfully welcoming com-
munity of psychedelic trance lovers, who 
embrace the friendly, caring and sharing 
attitude that the psytrance scene is proud 
to be known for.  

Trust, respect, music and dance!

Kylie Van Eerden

Maitraya becomes
MUD-treya

In Victoria Australia, Maytreya 
March 2010 was hit by some of 
their worst storms in over 20 
years! Several hundred km’s north 
of Melbourne past Shepparton 
it flooded severely! But that only 
stopped the party a few hours 
when they couldn’t keep the DJ 
equipment dry! Despite this, fun 
and mischief was still seen all 
around! Good attitude, looking 
after your neighbour, and some 
true caring Aussie spirit made this 
festival unbelievable! 

Maitreya 2011 will hopefully be a 
little drier! 11-14 March, Pyranees 
Ranges - Australia

www.maitreyafestival.com

Australia
a vibrant scene down under
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The Space Family Of Universe 
Visionaries wants to bring together: 
those who are longing to know and 
desiring to show their eternal respect 
for our Mother Earth and our Father 
Sky through dance, music, art and 
eternal love.  Could there be a better 
place for this project than a paradise 
island? Archipelago Festival will be 
held on one of the most beautiful 
Panama islands of Contadora, Las 
Perlas Archipelago, which has been 
renowned throughout history for 
serving as home base of famous 
Caribbean pirates, and the bravest 
discoverers of the seas.

Love and freedom, spirituality and crea-
tivity will come together in harmony as 
one, to give birth to the sacred atmos-
phere. To become aware that it is possi-
ble to live in harmony with nature and 
the world that surrounds us, to acti-
vate and resonate with our innate cre-
ative and spiritual abilities.  To see and 
feel the love in everything, similar to our 
ancient ancestors, who could understand 
and connect to the mystical levels of our 
existence:  by the virtue of being in har-
mony with themselves and the world. For 
this purpose a place with numerous art-
installations, an exposition centre, a hea-
ling area, a kindergarten, ethnic and eso-

teric shops, cafes and restaurants will be 
created in the territory of the festival. The 
festival’s concept will also be implemen-
ted in the Main Floor and in the Chill Out 
on the basis of Visionary, Spiritual, Magic 
and Tribal Art. In this respect, the work 
of Carey Thomspon (USA) will surely be 
a highlight. The gathering will be held 
during the full moon that will rise on 17th 
February. For this night, a special pro-
gramme has been prepared, which will 
support the feeling and the understan-
ding of the multi-faceted mystical nature 
of our planet and cosmos, with all human 
senses. Of course also the musical pro-
gramme has been compiled according 
to the visionary approach of the festi-
val, including deeply psychedelic 
acoustical journeys to the vast inner 
spaces: Psykovsky (Russia), Sensient 
(Australia), Flooting Grooves (Scot-
land), Dymons (England), Blue Lunar 
Monkey (Mexico) and Onionbrain (Bra-
zil) are just some examples. With lots of 
love and heart invested in this event, the 

organizers strive for a mutual experience 
that is comfortable for everyone and of 
superior quality in every respect.
Archipelago Art and Dance Festival 2011 
is planned to become a gathering of 
1500 people, including organizers, artists, 
volunteers and attendees. Therefore the 
number of tickets to be sold has been 
limited to 1200 individual tickets. Creative 
or spiritual personalities are encouraged 
to contact the organizers to bring in their 
energy into the festival.

www.archipelago-festival.com

Roberdo

Archipelago Festival 
16-20th February 2011 • Panama
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www.roll-lol.de

we will      you!

www.roll-lol.de

don´t drink and drive,
roll       and flylol





It was 1997 when the idea of 
a festival first came up during 
a marvelous sunset in the middle 
of the Sahara desert.

It was more of a dream then, some-
thing that was impossible to become 
true one day - for one simple reason - 
Who would come all the way out to the 
middle of nowhere?  But then we disco-
vered an amazing site where the breatht-
aking beauty of the sand of the Sahara, 
changed our minds.  We knew that the 
energy coming from the Earth would 
make help a very special Trance gathe-
ring and well worth the Travel.
»The landscape gives the impression that 
we are in an isolated Trance tribe living 
in a no-mans-land floating in space; An 
atmosphere reminiscent of Mad Max!«
The first Transahara festival was held in 
2002. In an economic respect it did not 

work out too well but nevertheless pro-
moter Abdou was positive about his 
vision. A few years later he teamed up 
with Seven Isprime who is responsi-
ble for a camp at Burning Man and this 
time the festival became a simply stun-
ning experience for everybody who par-
ticipated. Since then, Transahara has 
grown bigger from year to year. The 
upcoming 2011 edition represents ano-
ther quantum leap: The musical pro-
gram is versatile like never before and so 
is the sophisticated visual concept. 
The festival size is limited to 1000 peo-
ple, including staff and artists, to keep a 
familiar family-like vibe. Though Transa-
hara is situated in the middle of the 
desert, it does not become too hot or 
too cold at that time of the year. Additio-
nally, special attention has been paid to 

Transahara Festival 
22.-26.04.2011 • Merzouga • Morocco

moroccan tents

dancefloor

comfort: Around the dance floor there 
will be cosy tents with cushions, carpets 
and little tables. They offer an opportu-
nity for lounging in the shade, having a 
drink, and enjoy the music. Easy arrival 
is possible via bus and jeep transfer from 
Marrakech airport (travelagent@nomad-
stribe.com). Make the most of Morocco 
as an exciting travel destination by exten-
ding your stay beyond this very special 
festival experience.
Dont forget tickets reserve before Dec 
31st and get a special price.

 www.nomadstribe.com

Roberdo
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Adventure Morocco
Arabian nights and desert trips

The meditative beauty of the desert, 
rock climbing in surreal landscapes, 
terrific surf… and last but not least 
the bazaars with their bewitching 
sweet and spicy fragrances: A trip 
to Morocco promises an intense 
Arabian Nights adventure. But how 
to explore all these fantastic possibi-
lities if one does not have an appro-
priate vehicle and all the equipment 
for a real off-road adventure? Well, 
exactly at this point the offer of 
Adventure Morocco comes into play. 
It enables you to arrive only with 
your hand luggage- but nevertheless 
to make experiences far beyond the 
limits of mass tourism.

Erik has been touring Morocco for many 
months with his 4WD caravan. In this 
way he discovered some of the most 
beautiful and adventurous places of the 
country. Together with his partner, a 
native Moroccan, he wants to share his 
experience, his knowledge about the 
country and its people, his connections 
and last but not least his proper adven-
ture equipment with you. So you can 
go for an individualized trip and 
make close contact to the local 
culture just as you want. The 
journey with the two like-
able freaky guys includes 

food, non-alcoholic drinks and even the 
usage of all kinds of equipment which 
makes life more comfortable under dif-
ficult conditions. Also if you come with 
your vehicle but don’t have the proper 
equipment and / or knowledge for an 
extraordinary adventure, Erik might be a 
very valuable contact for you.

www.abenteuer-camping-marok-
ko.com Roberdo
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Even after 6 years Intact Xpanda 
is not a fixed routine. Of course a 
lot of experience has been gained 
during this period of time, but 

then again every party is like 
the first one. For one reason: 
Each time this promoter wants to 
present his guests an entirely new 

and unique experience. 
Which is why special 
attention is paid to a 
coherent overall com-
position of music, deco-
ration and ambience.
For the upcoming edi-
tion in February a lite-
rally spacey decoration 
was chosen: Really huge 
fluorescent paintings will 
present fantastic panora-
mas on alien worlds. The 
entire venue will be deco-

rated in this style, inflatable objects 
and an ingenious lighting concept 
will round up the outer space expe-
rience. Khainz and Freakulizer from 
Switzerland deliver superb Nu School 
Progressive and energetic Psy Trance 
sound and Time In Motion will give a 
musical foretaste on their new album. 
Hamburg local Neelix, will play his 
only gig in the hanseatic metropolis 
this winter, and finally the also Sym-
phonix guys and the rest of the exci-
ting line-up will make this event a 
highlight of the indoor season.

www.intact-expanda.de

Roberdo

Intact Xpanda 
26.02.2011 • Hühnerposten • Hamburg
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Throughout the night at Goacore: 
200 CDs and 100 Jaegermeister for 
the first visitors and a huge range 
of music from Chill, Progressive 
and Dark! 
This party is set to rock Hamburg, so 
make sure your there with your dan-
cing shoes on and your attitude set 
to party!  An awesome evening with 
emphasis based purely on fun, this is 
an event not to be missed!

Als etwas größer ausgelegte Geburts-
tagsparty ist das Motto der Goacore 
der Spaß an der Sache, wie beim Blick 
auf den liebvoll gestalten Flyer schnell 
klar wird. Damit auch wirklicher jeder 
auf seine Kosten kommt, wird auf der 
Veranstaltung von Chill über Progres-
sive bis hin zu Full On und Dark alles 
geboten- dank der großzügigen Räum-
lichkeiten des Hamburger Edelfett-
werks gibt es hierfür genügend Platz.
Frühes Erscheinen lohnt sich nicht 
nur, weil die ersten 200 Gäste eine CD 
erhalten und die ersten 100 zudem 

einen Jägermeister, sondern 
auch weil es auf den 3 Floors 
direkt amtlich zur Sache 
geht, wofür beispielsweise 
U-Recken, Anneli, Bass-
T & Daniel Vernunft 
sowie -Z-, das Pro-
jekt von Alpha 
und Antagon, 
die Elecdruids 
und Bim ver-
pflichtet wur-
den. Außer-
dem wird ein 
besonders 
Augen- bzw. 
Ohrenmerk 
auf dem Chill 
Out liegen. Ein 
moderater Eintritt-
spreis soll für unge-
trübten Spaß an die-
sem Abend sorgen.

www.myspace.com/
chillhase

Time Of Goacore 
12.02.2011 • Edelfettwerk • Hamburg
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einen Jägermeister, sondern 
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December

 Fr 10 Moogli‘s Psy B-day/Dortmund(D) 
 Fr 10 Dreamland With / Graz (A) 
 Fr 10 Parvatrip / Vilnius (LT) 
 Fr 10 Cosmic Winter Wonderland/Sheffield 
 Fr 10 Psychedelic Destination/Prora(D) 
 Fr 10 Affentanz / Berlin  (D) 
 Fr 10 The Mystic Friday / Berlin (D) 
 Fr 10 Houseverbot / Bückeburg (D) 
 Sa 11 Nikolaus Illusion/Winterberg(D) 
 Sa 11 Kinky Beats / Zürich (CH) 
 Sa 11 Advent Dance   / Hamburg (D) 
 Sa 11 Ballerburg / Oldenburg (D) 
 Sa 11 Ov-silence On Tour / Berlin (D) 
 Sa 11 Freunde Der Nacht / Balstahl (CH) 
 Sa 11 Feuertanz / Mönchengladbach (D) 
 Sa 11 Waldfrieden/Hasselt(B) 
 Sa 11 Stubentanz / Rendsburg (D) 
 Sa 11 Rowdy Xmas Ball / Copenhagen (DK) 
 Sa 11 Goa Party Club Night / Minden (D) 
 Sa 11 Nightastic Party/Bologna (I) 
 Sa 11 The Uproar Of One Hand (USA) 
 Sa 11 Chaos Partie - / Tulln (A) 
 Mo 13 Half Moon Festival / Ko Phangan (T) 
 Mi 15 Freaky Fiction / Lisbon (P) 
 Fr 17 Anandamaya Part 1 / HH (D) 
 Fr 17 Goa Ball Im Ballsaal / Augsburg (D) 
 Fr 17 Electronica Revol./Hildesheim (D) 
 Fr 17 Club Autumnscarp / Helsinki (FIN) 
 Fr 17 Waldgeister / Nürnberg (D) 
 Fr 17 Happy X-mas Prog Spezial/ Vienna (A) 
 Fr 17 Ballerburg » / Hamburg (D) 
 Fr 17 Goa! / Berlin (D) 
 Fr 17 Cosmic Tunes / Hamburg (D) 
 Fr 17 Hertz @ Frieda‘s Büxe  / Zürich (CH) 
 17-19 Psy S.o.s. / Rissen / Hamburg (D) 
 Sa 18 Lucid Dreams / Wien (A) 
 Sa 18 Lonely Forest Vorglühparty/HH (D) 
 Sa 18 Psychedelic Supernova/Bielefeld (D) 
 Sa 18 Digital Euphoria /London(GB) 
 Sa 18 Bassintoxication /Innsbruck(A) 
 Sa 18 Rock The Future / Spornitz (D) 
 Sa 18 Euphoric Fantasy / Schwerin (D) 
 Sa 18 Zeitlos Meets Kreml /Gadebusch (D) 

 Sa 18 Drakzul-xion / Paderborn (D) 
 19-22 Line Up Festival / Eilat (IL) 
 Mi 22 Earth Pulse / Potenza (pz) (I) 
 Mi 22 Freaky Fiction / Lisbon (P) 
 Do 23 1st Doom Party / Nicosia
  23-26 72 Hours / Bülach (CH) 
 Fr 24 3klang / Essen / Stadtwald (D) 
 Fr 24 Highlige Nacht / Kiel (D) 
 Fr 24 Rowdy Xmas /Copenhagen (DK) 
 Fr 24 Sternstunden Xiv / Hamburg (D) 
 Fr 24 Psynachten 2010/ Rotown (D) 
 Fr 24 The Holy Night / Berlin (D) 
 24-26 The Experience / Zürich (CH) 

 Sa, 25.12. 22:00 
 Trancedance @ Atisha 
 DJs: DJ Konstantin, DJane, Angel, 

Chill: Basemant Sounds
Deco: Lichtraum.org, Psylights, Atisha 

Family
Xtra: Chai, Chill & Fireworks ;)
Loc: Atisha, Barmbeker Str. 62, Ham-

burg
Info: 040-30 89 64 04, www.atisha-

hamburg.de, info@atisha-ham-
burg.de

Orga: Atisha, Barmbeker Str. 62, 22303 
Hamburg

  Sa, 25.12. 23:30 
 Natraj X-Mas Prog Dance 
 Live: Phaxe, Sideform, Querox
DJs: Connrox, Slave One, Karmara, 

Dr.Changra
Deco: Harald Ochsenfath , Natraj Laser-

show , illuuminated Art
Xtra: Prog On Syndicate  & Natraj tem-

ple celebrate Christmas all on 
special own art and invite you 
to attend this event with beauti-
ful decoration and a top interna-
tional line up we want to dance 
till you drop , let´s enjoy this pro-
gressive highlight!

Loc: Raw Tempel, Revaler Strasse 99, 
Berlin

Info: www.myspace.com/natrajtemple, 
natrajorga@prog-on.com

Orga: Prog On Syndicate & Natraj Tem-
ple, CSQ

  Sa, 25.12. 22:00 
 Lagoona 
Live: Native Radio, Nitro &  Glycerine, 

Necmi
DJs: Djane Anneli, Bim, Tulla, Thor, 

Pintekk, Grimlock, Rockstea-
dy & Bepop, Besnik, Miss Psy X 
Perience, Master Nd, Highmann, 
Goaklaus

Deco: Nativelizardape
Loc: Relax Club Köln, Bremerhavener 

Strasse 35, Köln
Orga: V.I.B.E.Z.

 Sa 25 Psychedelic X-mas /Stemwede (D) 
 Sa 25 Spirit Of Sounds / Dortmund (D) 
 Sa 25 Technostate X Mas/Stockholm (S) 
 Sa 25 The Cannibal Bbq / Schwerin (D) 
 Sa 25 Trancedance @ Atisha / HH (D) 
 Sa 25 Kotumba Beatz6/München(D) 
 Sa 25 Mas Prog Dance / Berlin (D) 
 Sa 25 The Spirit Of Goa / Hamburg/(D) 
 Sa 25 Northern Gateway/ Rostock (D) 
 Sa 25 Denkanstöße / Magdeburg (D) 
   So 26 Improvisation 2010 / HH (D) 
 So 26 Liquid Christmas/Elmshorn (D) 
 So 26 Tongue On The Roof‘s / Belfast (IRL)  

Mi, 29.12. - So, 02.01. 
 303 Art Festival 
Live: 28, 2012, Abstract Sunrise, Ajja, 

Allaby, Altruism, Analog Drink, 
Aphid Moon, Avalon, Barak, 
Bash, Brasa, Burn in Noise, Cir-
cuit Breakers, Daydin, Demonizz, 
Dickster, Dimitri Nakov, D.N.I, 
Ecliptic, Etnica, Filteria, Haldoli-

PARTY HIGHLIGHTS
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Flyerverteilung und Plakatierung
in Mecklenburg

FX PRODCTION

01736041744 • info@fx-production.org

 Juice Club, Hamburg

Juice Club, Stresemannstr. 204, Hamburg-
5 min from S21/S31, U Holstenstrasse
www.juice-club.net
www.myspace.com/juiceclubhh

 every Sunday
 Frühschicht - laut & gemütlich
 Electro / Proggy / Psytrance
 08:00 to 20:00 / entry 3 Euro
 ask for your trancecard discount
 www.myspace.com/fruehschicht

 every Wednesday
 RAENDNA Techno
 minimal trance / prog techno
 from 20:00 / free entry
 www.myspace.com/raendna

 December
Fr. 17. Cosmic Tunes (Psytrance)
 Prahlad live, Dr. Berger, Feuerhake, 

Mat Mushroom, deco: Fluorophil
Fr. 24. Sternstunden XIV (Prog Psy)
 Sirion live, Elbgeister, YanneX, 

Mutant X, Taranis vs. Murus, 
Diepsyden, ov-silence.oli

 myspace.com/ovsilencefestival

Fr. 31. Silvester Special
 Symphonix live, Magoon live, 

Montagu, Yannex, Melburn, Ov-
Silence.oli, Deck.Art, Hotzpotz, 
Deco: Pat & Patterchen

 January
Fr. 07. Cosmic Tunes
 Line Up: www.juice-club.net
Fr. 21. Cosmic Tunes
 Line Up: www.juice-club.net

DISCOUNT
FOR TRANCECARD HOLDERS

pic: Kylie
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um, Hamelin, Headroom, Hyper-
flex, Interactive Noise, Ital, Jib-
ber Jabber, Joti Sidhu, Labirin-
to, Liquid Soul, Logica, Magma 
Ohm, Materia, Mental Broadcast, 
Nevermind, Ocelot, Onionbrain, 
Perfect Stranger, Pleiadians, Pro-
agressivo, Psychowave, Rinka-
dink, Ritree, Ritmo, Screenagers, 
Shove, Sonic Species, Strange 
Doctors, Swarup’s Brain, Sycho-
tria, Terahert, The First Stone, 
Total Eclipse, Tristan, Whiplash, 
Xpiral, Zen Mechanics, Zik 

DJs: Dimitri Nakov, Edoardo, Shane 

Gobi, Fabio, Vazik, Martin, Liquid 
Ross, Swarup, Shove, Pedrao, 
Rica, Feio, Ekanta, Kali, Tha-
tha, Vinnix, Chicodelico, Dende, 
Xama, Disc Junkey, Markus, 
Hadji, Dre, Caramaschi, Janczur, 
Paula, Max Grillo, Azys, Digoa, 
Gui, Marta DLM, Jp, Fabio Leal, 
Sutemi, Pateta, Sarto, Rosa Ven-
tura, Xcamas, Matt, Boteon, Pin

 Alternative Stage: 2Little, Alan D, 
Allan Villar, Alok LIVE, Amnesia, 
Ana Leevia, André Araujo, Anin-
ha, Bezoar LIVE, Breno Sante-
ria, Bruno Abrantes, Chico Aqui-

no, Daniel Avellar, Daniel Costa, 
Daniel Marques, Danilo Arau-
jo, Diego Coelho, Dimitri DKN, 
Dizzy, Eclectic LIVE, Edoardo, 
Elastick, Eli Iwasa, Flow & Zeo, 
Gabi Lima, Gabriel Boni, Gabri-
el Castro, Gromma, Gui Cor-
rea, Jamie Blonde, Jotta, Julia-
no Maia, Loghan, Los Mendes, 
Luthier LIVE, Mari Perelli, Marko, 
Matera, Mau, Mauricio Lopes, 
Mustax, Neto, Niquim, Nuno 
Deconto, Paul Manzon, Pedro 
Pereira, Pepa, Phantazma LIVE, 
Phara, Pow Low Zurich, Ricardo 



Estrella, Rizoma, Rodrigo Carrei-
ra, Rodrigo Nickel, Simon Baring 
LIVE, V Falabela, Vazik, Vivi Sei-
xas, William Henry, Surka, Clau-
dinho Brasil LIVE

 Chill Out: Total Eclipse Ambi-
ent, Ajja Ambient, Lunar Sound 
Ambient, Electrypnose Ambient, 
Janu Dub, Mixel Alquimix Breaks/
Funk, Zel Breaks/Funk, Soneca/
Trotter Breaks/Funk, pedro gou-
veia funk/jazz, Schasko Funky/Nu 
Jazz, Simon Baring Ambient and 
more...

Deco: 303 Crew & more... 
Xtra: 303 Art Festival is the newest 

brazilian festival !!!
 5 days of celebration in one of 

the most beautifull beaches in 
Brasil located between Trancoso 
and Caraiva.

Loc: Porto Seguro - Bahia, Brasil 
 http://bit.ly/303art-location
 For complete location infos 

please take a look at teh website
Info: www.303artfestival.com/, 

info@303artfestival.com
Orga: 303 Art Festival 

Mi 29 Freaky Fiction / Lisbon (P)   
 30-02 The Experience / Koh Tao (T) 
 30-05 Geoparadise / Costa Rica  

     Fr, 31.12. 
 Timegate 2011 
 Live: Aphid Moon, Atyss, Avalon, 

Hyperfrequencies, Mantra flow, 
Astronivo, Motion Drive, Ajja, 
Aslak, Dvx, Total Eclipse

DJs: Beardy, Creator, Gill, Mizoo, 
Pena, Sensifeel, djane Steffi, 
Akustik, Animal, Bi-molecular, 
D-Sens, Mercury fall, Otezuka, 
Sismo, Slater, Ynos, Imox, Cosi-
nus, djane Meenakshi, Profes-
sor M, Psykedelipst , Ajja & Tani-
na, Armonix, Mercury fall, Ani-
mal, Mizoo, Outland, Almacalma, 
Kliqo & Nancy Babich, Mystical 
Impact & more

Deco: Jussi Lof, Funplastica, Shoom, 

Anonymous Substances, Nils, 
Rub& Friends, Lipst, Psygana 
Invasion and more 

Loc: Tennis Club  TCA, Route de Cour-
genay 110, Porrentruy/Switzer-
land

Info: www.biolive.ch, info@biolive.ch
Orga: Biolive

  Fr, 31.12. 21:00 
 Luna Club 
 Live: Neelix, Symphonix
DJs: Djane Anneli, Montagu & Gol-

konda, Kristian, Bim, Tulla, Thor, 
Rocksteady & Bebop, Miss Psy 
Xperience, M.A.D. F.R.A.N.K., Aro-
wana, Highmann

Deco: Buju
Loc: Schacht 1 (city boundary Essen), 

Essener Str. 259 . Oberhausen (at 
B231), Essen

Orga: V.I.B.E.Z.

  Fr, 31.12. - So, 02.01. 22:00 
 Odyssee 2011 - 
new years eve electronic 
music & arts festival 
Live: Talamasca, Synesthetic, Audio-

matic, Re:actor, BPM, Electropho-
bica, Parasystem, Luap, Schatz-
hauser, Elecdruids, Seven11, Con-
nexx, Darkfloor: Orestis, Procs, 
Gappeq, Jahbo, Ectogasmics, 
Babayaga

DJs: Raja Ram / 1200 Mics, Cubixx, 
Djane Bahar, Konstantin, 
Dr.Changra, Djanes Aliye + Kim-
mie, ChrissFullmoon Psyset, Jens-
son, Pi, Djoanna, Djane Akhsu-
na, Djane DeeLuna, Psycrow, 
Loth, Psykaholiks, Digdafunk, 
Djane Kiba, Djane Angel, Wedan-
ta, Liquidroom, Anubis, Dark-
floor: Ankur, Kulu, Zoolog, Papi-
yan, Milosz, Ctcdrope, Lill li, 
Jairam&Bastel

Chill: Shpongle, Lamelib live, Nesjaja, 
S.Ayin, Lili & Happytroll

Deco: Analavory Project, Illuminated 
Art, Scorpio Berlin, Fluffy Flow-
ers, Tron Laser and many more

Xtra: Hello Odyssee-Lovers, after run-
ning around every Location in 
Berlin, we know now: ODYSSEE 

2011 is going to happen!  
 - in a new Location in BERLIN
 - with 3 Dancefloors (Psy-, Pro-

gressive-Trance, Darkpsy)  and a 
big Chillout.... (maybe even some 
more Floors ;-)

Loc: Kranhalle, Galleriehalle, Brausaal 
in the former Kindl Brauerei Ber-
lin Neukölln, Werbellinstrasse 50, 
Berlin

 U8 Boddinstrasse (11 min from 
Alexanderplatz), U7 Rathaus 
Neukölln (7 min from Mehring-
damm), U7 and U8 are running 
all night long

Info: www.odyssee-berlin.de, info@
odyssee-berlin.de

Orga: joint @ venture (freiwild & full-
moon festival team & wilder klee)

Fr 31 Silvester Experience/Cologne(D) 
 Fr 31 Silvestika / Bielefeld (D) 
 Fr 31 Altering New Year / A‘dam (NL) 
 Fr 31 Neujahrstrancetanz / Secret Garden (D) 
 Fr 31 Raumklang / Bülach(CH) 
 Fr 31 Elixir15 / Traunstein (D) 
 Fr 31 Pastforward / Groningen (NL)   
 Fr 31 Fantasy Psyland / Flensburg (D) 
 Fr 31 Silvestertanz / Frauenfeld (CH) 
 Fr 31 Schmoxfamily / Munich(D) 
 Fr 31 Soma 2011 / Montreal (CDN) 
 Fr 31 NYE / Nicosia - Klirou Village  
 Fr 31 Kopf Feuerwerk / Hamburg (D) 
 Fr 31 Psylvester / PrienA.Chiemsee(D) 
 Fr 31 New Year Effect / Vorauer Hütte (A) 
 Fr 31 Magic Crystals / UJZ Peine (D) 
 Fr 31 Soundviecher / Berlin (D) 
 Fr 31 Silvester Special / Hamburg (D)   
 31-02 Odyssee 2011 / Berlin (D) 
 31-02 Prog Elektro Mafia / Leutesdorf (D) 
 31-02 Andean Tribe 2011 / Coroico (BOL)

January  

     Sa, 01.01. 06:00 
 6 a.m. eternal
Neujahrsfrühclub 
Live: stay tuned ...
Xtra: eternal Floor / Chillout / Alterna-

tive Psytrance
 6 a.m. eternal ist die erste Party 

auf der man gepflegt und gesel-
lig, gemeinsam mit Freunden das 
Jahr 2011 begrüßt. 
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 6 a.m. eternal ist höchste musi-
kalische Qualität und stetige 
Abwechslung mit vielen Überra-
schungsmomenten. Eine Reise 
quer durch die bunte Welt aller 
elektronischen Musik-Stile und 
auf drei Floors.

 Die Veranstalter  bitten alle 
Gäste, erst ab 6:00 Uhr zu kom-
men, da es aufgrund einer 
geschlossenen Gesellschaft vor-
her keinen Einlass für die Gäste 
geben kann.

Loc: Edelfettwerk, Schnackenburgal-
lee 202, Hamburg, Hamburg-
Eidelstedt

Info: www.edelfettwerk.de, djtck@
web.de

Orga: 6 a.m. eternal

06-08 Chapati / Minden (D) 
 Sa 08 Braincell Massacre / Kiel (D) 
 Fr 14 Loaded & Lifted / Hamburg (D) 
 Fr 14 lucid Dreams Dance / Vienna (A) 
 Sa 15 Mindwarp / Leipzig (D) 
 Sa 15 Space Connection / Marseille (F) 
 Sa 15 Herzklappenventilator 2* / Kiel (D) 
 Sa 15 Killa/Tenda De Circo (P) 
 19-24 Nirvana /San Marcos Sierras (RA)  

 Fr, 21.01. 22:00 
 Spiritual Healing
meets Mystic Friday 
 Live: E-Clip, Zyce, 

Ansolas&Lightrocker, Miko on 
Magic Violin, Pavel Dawson

DJs: Akhsuna, Angel, Magic Flow, Pi, 
Lightrocker, D-Sunrise

Deco: suprise
Xtra: nice free cd for every guest, 

2Floors+Chillout infos at Goaba-
se.de

Loc: Kit Kat Club, Brückenstr. 1, Berlin 
Mitte, U Bahnhof Heinrich Heine 
Str., Berlin

Orga: Spiritual Healing Crew & The 
Mystic Rose Team

  Fr, 21.01. 22:00 
 Insomnia 3000 
Live: tba
DJs: tba
Deco: tba
Loc: Butan Club, Wuppertal

Orga: V.I.B.E.Z.

Fr 21 Echoes Rec. Labelnight / HH (D) 
 Fr 21 Spiritual Healing 2011 / Berlin (D) 
 Fr 21 Mystic Friday / Berlin (D) 
 21-23 Paradise Winter Fest. / Vienna (A)  

     Sa, 22.01. 
 Spiritual Healing 2011  
Live: Akhsuna, Angel, Magic Flow, Pi, 

Lightrocker, D-Sunrise
DJs: E-Clip, Zyce, 

Ansolas&Lightrocker, Miko on 
Magic Violin, Pavel Dawson

Deco: suprise
Xtra: nice free cd for every guest
Loc: Berlin, Berlin 
Info: www.spiritual-healing-festival.de
Orga: Spiritual Healing Team

Sa 22 Tabula Rasa / Basel (CH) 
 Sa 22 Yaga-ball - / Vilnius (LT) 
 Sa 22 The Psych. Trip / Den Haag (NL)  

Do, 27.01. - Di, 01.02.
Luminate Festival
Info: Luminate is an earth friendly 

festival of music, art, dance, cre-
ativity and sustainability. More 
info about the line up you will 
find in the next mushroom maga-

zine or at the website...
Info: www.luminatefestival.co.nz
Loc: New Zealand  

Fr 28 Winter Colours / HH (D) 
 28-30 Electromagnetic V3 / Panama 
 Sa 29 Optical Irritation / Kiel (D) 
 Sa 29 Lonely Forest / Hamburg (D) 
 Sa 29 Trance Orient Express / A‘dam (NL) 
 Sa 29 Uffta Uffta Two / Hamburg (D) 

February

 Fr 04 Magical Triad / Essen (D) 
 Fr 04 Trancendance / Bremen (D) 
 Fr 04 Party  4 Seasons / Vienna (A) 
 Fr 04 Purzeltraum / Aachen (D) 
 04-08 Alien Nation / Nelson (NZ)  

     Sa, 05.02. 22:00 
 Luna Club 
Live: Neelix, more soon
DJs: tba
Deco: tba
Loc: Relax-Club Cologne, Bremerha-

venerstrasse, Köln Niehl 
Info: www.bit.ly/lunaclub-02-2011
Orga: STAMM & BELZ - V.O.R.N.& 

V.I.B.E.Z. 

Sa 05 DarkWinter X-perience/HH (D) 
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 Sa 05 Tiefenrausch / Zürich (CH) 
 Sa 05 Audioresonanztherapie / Kiel (D) 
 Sa 05 Secret Forest Northern Germany (D) 
 Sa 05 Psy - Solution / Dortmund (D) 
 Sa 05 Psy Snowflakes / W‘haven (D) 
 Sa 05 Where Is The Summer / Wetzikon (CH) 
 Sa 05 Nebula / Porcieu-amblagnieu (F) 
 Fr 11 Winter Colours / Hamburg (D) 
 11-14 Paradise Island /South Of Chile    

  Sa, 12.02. 21:30 
 Time Of Goacore Part 2 
Live: U Recken, Feuerhake, FlugBeglei-

ter, Sirion, Elecdruids, -Z- 
DJs: Arkadius & Li‘l Momo, Anne-

li, Alex, Dj Bass-T & Daniel Ver-
nunft, Bim, Goazilla, Miss Nic, 
Djane Melburn, B-Havoc, Logic 
Spin, Blue Space, Djane Mystixx, 
Samoht , ChillHase 

Deco: Grille, Adrenocrom
Loc: Edelfettwerk, 50 Meter vom 

S-Bahnhof Eidelstedt, Schnacken-
burgallee 202, Hamburg

Info: Eintritt: 10Ã
Orga: Chillhase

Sa 12 Melle / Buer (D) 
 Fr 18 Electric Moonpony / Aarau (CH) 
 Fr 18 Des Bunten Kreises / Wuppertal (D) 

Sa, 19.02. 22:00
TransFusion
Live: Day Din, Audiomatic, Fabio & 

Moon
DJs: Klopfgeister, Montagu &
 Golkonda, NOK, Mulle, 
 Mapusa Mapusa, Benjamin 

 Halfmann, Alex Fuentes, 
P.A.S.C.A.L.

Deco: Asrai-PM, Light & Lasershow
Loc: Edelfettwerk, Schnackenburgal-

lee 202, Hamburg
Info: on.fb.me/transfusion-02-2011
Orga: Stephan

 Sa 19 Psybox / Innsbruck (A) 
 Sa 19 Andyjaner & Karmaras B-day/(D) 
 Sa 19 According To Strong / Kiel (D) 
 Sa 19 Animi Defectus / Zürich (CH) 
 Sa 19 Live And Let Psy / Delft (NL) 
 Sa 19 Arhus City (DK) 
 Sa 19 Dr. Changra‘s Bday / Berlin (D) 
 Fr 25 Damaru / Hamburg (D)   

  Sa, 26.02. 23:00 
 Intact Xpanda 
Live: Freakulizer, Neelix, Khainz, Sym-

phonix, Time in Motion
DJs: Djoanna, Montagu & Golkonda, 

Fabio, Syncron, Murus, Astraga-
lus, Markayn, Moody, Natron

Deco: Eastgold-Artfactory, 3D Light, 
Mile

Xtra: 2 Floors, Fruits 4 free, Chai & 
More, Lounge, Projectionen

Loc: Hamburg Hühnerposten, Hüh-

nerposten 1a, Hamburg, Ham-
burg

Info: www.intact-expanda.de, info@
intact-expanda.de, Eintritt: 15 
Euro

Orga: Intact Xpanda Crew

Sa 26 Schalltherapie 5 /Gossau(CH) 
 Sa 26 Twisted Vision Ii / Zizers (CH) 
 Sa 26 Trance Orient Express / A‘dam (NL) 

March

 Fr 04 Party 4 Seasons  / Vienna (A) 
 Sa 05 Amnesietheater  / Berlin (D) 
 Sa 05 Focus / Lübeck (D) 
 Sa 05 Theatre Of Magic Dreams/ Kiel (D) 
 Sa 05 Spiritual Healing/Hannover (D) 
 Sa 05 Mystica 2011 / Erstfeld (ur) (CH) 
 Sa 05 Kaschmaukengeflüster / Hagenow (D) 
 Sa 05 Birthday Special / Hamburg (D) 
 Fr 11 Yosh Birthday Party / Biel (CH) 
 Sa 12 Harmonic Vision / Tba, Soon (P) 
 Sa 12 Thor´s&Sabrina´s B-day Essen(D) 
 Sa 12 Fieberträume / Kiel (D) 
 Sa 12 Hippie Dark Night/Hamburg(D) 
 18-20 Traumklänge/Perleberg/  (D) 
 Sa 19 Tabula Rasa / Basel (CH) 
 Sa 19 Frühlingssynphonie / Cologne (D) 
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 Sa 26 5 Years Psycrowdelica/Berlin (D) 
 Sa 26 Electronic Tribe / London (GB) 
 Sa 26 Trance Orient Express / A‘dam (NL) 
 Sa 26 Liquid Moonlight/Elmshorn (D) 

April

 Fr 01 Schlager Parade/Kiel (D) 
 Fr 01 Party 4 Seasons  / Vienna (A) 
 Fr 01 Birthday Of The Aries / Malmö (S) 
 01-05 Crystal Nexus / Desert (Namibia) 
 Sa 02 Amanita / Innsbruck (A) 
 Sa 02 Wicca Massala / Dresden (D) 
 Sa 02 Nordick Beatz On Vote / Berlin (D) 
 Sa 02 Freak Faktory / Sassnitz (D) 
 Sa 09 B-day Bash of Darkruss / HH (D) 
 14-17 Earth Festival / La Paz (MEX) 
 14-18 Transition Festival/Almonte (E) 
 Sa 16 Smileytribe Anniversary / Hasselt (B) 
 18-21 Rise Of The Phoenix / Pokhara (NEP)
  

Fr, 22.04. - Di, 26.04. 01:30
Transahara 2011
Nowhere is here
Live: Absolum, Ajja, Argonautes, Chri-

stof, Earthling, Flipflop, Hemy, 
Johnson, John Monkman, Mael-
strom, Monoxcide, Psyberpunk, 
Sensient, Species, Touch Tone, ¶

DJs: Adm, Adrenaddict, Ajja Leu, Aki, 
Amazon, Amine K, Anakk, Billy 
Casazza, Celli, Chucky, Crispy Dj, 
Dale, Deepr, Diali, Diego Coel-
ho, Digoa, Dovla, Driss, Edoardo, 
Edoardo Mavarso, Emok, Florian 
Msk, Garo, Gorni, Horam, I, Jazz-
mine, Kali, Liquid Ross, Mapu-
sa Mapusa, Mat Thc, Otezu-
ka, Otkun, Phobos, Psyberpunk, 
Psymo, Sally Doolally, Steve O, 
Sensient, Tenzin, Tinkerbell, U, 
Yann, Young Kim (Aka Arka-

noydz), 
Chill: see online at www.nomadstribe.

com in December 2010
Deco: Info about deco and  visuals 

online in January 2011
Xtra: The ticket to the festival ent-

rance includes one place in the 
encampment tents , with local 
traditional tents. 

Loc: new secret loction in the Moroc-
co sahara desert, 1 hour dri-
ving distance from Merzouga / 
Morrocco. The festival camp is 
only reachable with a 4x4 vehi-
cle. You have two ways to get 
to the camp and festival site, by 
4x4 from Casablanca or Mar-
rakech or by 4x4 from the mee-
ting point in Erfoud. Since you 
will necessarily need a 4X4 to get 
to the camping site, you can fol-
low the entourages to the festival 
location at the scheduled times. 
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Please understand that normal 
vehicles will not be allowed to 
follow our entourages.

Info: www.nomadstribe.com, infos@
nomadstribe.com

Orga: Nomads Tribe

  Sa 23 Kinky Beats / Zürich (CH) 
 29-01 Rhythm-of-magic 2011 
 Sa 30 Sunsplash / Wuppertal (D) 
 Sa 30 Circus Maximus / Kiel (D) 
 Sa 30 Trance Orange Express / A‘dam (NL) 
 Sa 30 Secret Nights / Zürich (CH) 

May

 Fr 06 Party 4 Seasons/Vienna (A) 
 06-08 Toxic Playground Oa Part 3 (D) 
 Sa 07 Tabula Rasa / Basel (CH) 
 Sa 07 Zappelkiste / Dresden (D) 
 Fr 13 Tabula Rasa / Kiel (D) 
 13-16 Biolumina OA / Münster (D) 
 20-22 Psychedelic Experience (D) 
 Mi 01 Pear / Mannheim (D)  

June

01-05 Black Moon Festival/Centre Italy 
 01-05 Spirit Base Festival 2011 /(A) 
 03-05 Indigo Kinder Fest/ Nrw (D) 
 10-14 Tom Rom Special / Tba. (A) 
 Sa 11 Uyuni Trance Festival /(BOL) 
 11-13 Open Chakra / Paris (F) 
 17-19 Hexenkessel 2011  (D) 
 Sa 18 Random / Edinburgh (GB) 
 Sa 18 Ariane & Goagil OA / Drebkau (D) 
 23-26 Dance To Our Earth / Alps (CH) 
 Fr 24 Intiraymi / Sacsayhuaman (PE) 
 30-04 Psychedelic Experimentation (D)  

July

Sa 02 Avalon / Northern Germany (D) 
 07-10 Paradise Festival 2011 / Tba (A) 

 Mo 11 Buss Trip / Stockholm (S) 
 Mo 11 Blackmoon / Koh Phangan (T) 
 15-18 Psyculture Festival/ Drama (GR) 
 Sa 16 Maitreya  / North Germany (D) 
 19-25 Paleo Festival Nyon / Nyon (CH) 
 23-25 Centenario / Cusco (PE) 
 23-25 Manatargaq / Seaside (EST) 
 28-01 Summer Never Ends /Rona (CH) 
 29-01 Vuuv Festival 2011 / Putlitz (D) 

August

 Sa 06 Funksignale / Hamburg (D) 
 08-15 Transylvania Calling (R) 
 Sa 13 Nova‘s Incident X OA /Aachen (B) 
 26-30 Sol Festival / Sierra De Gata (E) 

September

 So 11 Goa! / Berlin (D) 
 So 25 Password Is Love /Paris (F)  

October

Sa 01 Sunside / Rostock (D) 
 Sa 01 Psy Supernova / Bielefeld (D) 
 Fr 14 Hardy Ist Nicht So Alt/HH (D) 
 15-18 Divine Blast Festival / Goa(IND) 
 Sa 29 Halloween Dark Horror Night/HH (D) 
 Mo 31 PsyAnniversary / Leeuwarden (NL) 

Novemer

 So 06 Illusion / Winterberg (D) 
 Sa 12 Stromreligion / Kiel City (D) 
 Sa 26 Error 404    / Hamburg  (D) 
 So 27 Technostate / Stockholm (S) 
 Mo 28 Arkona Creation - London (GB) 

December

 Sa 10 Trancescape / Bremen (D) 
 Sa 31 Derbuntekreis / Wuppertal (D)   
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Unter der unheilverkünden-
den Überschrift „EU-weites Heil-
pflanzenverbot“ machten in letz-
ter Zeit Meldungen im Inter-
net die Runde, welche zur Unter-
zeichnung einer entsprechenden 
Onlinepetition dagegen aufriefen. 
Der via Facebook, MySpace & Co 
eifrig weiter geleitete Link wurde 
nicht selten mit hitzigen Schlag-
worten wie „unerhörte Profitgier 
der Pharmalobby“, „Illegalisie-
rung der Natur“ oder „chemische 
Bomben statt sanfter Naturheil-
mittel“ kommentiert. Tatsäch-
lich beteiligten sich in Deutsch-
land denn auch ca. 122.000 Per-
sonen. Wirft man jedoch einen 
Blick in die so harsch angepran-
gerte Richtlinie, so entsteht der 
Eindruck, dass der für die Petition 
verwendete Einleitungstext doch 
weit am eigentlichen Thema vor-
bei geht. Spätestens nachdem sich 
die Arnzeimittelkommission der 
deutschen Heilpraktiker offiziell 
distanzierte, sollte man doch kri-
tisch werden.

Die EU-Richtlinie 
2004/24/EG, auf wel-
che sich die Petition 
bezog, ist in Deutsch-
land bereits seit 
2005 geltendes Recht. 
Folglich ändert sich hier-
zulande praktisch nichts. 
Kamillentee, Pfefferminze 
und Salbei sind nach wie vor frei 
verkäuflich und Kräutersammler 
begehen kein Verbrechen. Die Richt-
linie bezieht sich auf Fertigarzneimit-
tel auf pflanzlicher Basis, also indus-
triell gefertigte, abgepackte Präpa-
rate und die Bedingungen für deren 
Zulassung. Einer solchen Zulassung 
bedarf ein Produkt, wenn es expli-
zit zur Behebung von Krankheitszu-
ständen beworben wird, z.B. „gegen 
Husten“. Es müssen dann ausführ-
liche Test und Wirkungsnachweise 
vorgelegt werden. Und das ist auch 
gut so, denn was ohne diese Kont-
rolle geschieht, lässt sich auf dras-
tische Weise am Contergan Skan-
dal illustreren… Was sich mit dem 
Inkrafttreten der EU-Richtlinie in 
Deutschland ändert, ist dass die Arz-
neimittel-Lizenzen für einige Pro-
dukte auslaufen, die bisher nicht 
den vollständigen Prüfungsprozess 

durchlaufen mussten. In der 
Tat wurde dieser in manchen Punk-
ten verschärft, so muss künftig z.B. 
nachgewiesen werden, dass das Pro-
dukt keine schädlichen Auswirkun-
gen auf das Erbgut hat. Denn auch 
wenn die scheinbar perfekt Harmo-
nie unserer Natur manchmal darü-
ber hinweg täuscht: Auch hier gibt 
es krasse Gifte und Stoffe mit erheb-
lichen Nebenwirkungen. Die Neuzu-
lassung als Medikament kostet aller-
dings oft 6-stellige Summen. Dies 
könnte in der Tat zum Problem für 
kleinere Arzneimittelunternehmen 
werden, welche diese Kosten nicht 
tragen können. Andererseits bein-
haltet die Richtlinie Elemente, wel-
che die Zulassung von Pflanzenpro-
dukten als Arzneimittel erheblich 
vereinfacht, dies gilt z.B. für homöo-
pathische Mittel oder solche, wel-
che nachweislich eine lange Tradi-
tion aufweisen. Doch dies alles sind 
nicht wirklich Neuerungen, zumin-
dest nicht in Deutschland. Ephed-
rakraut verschwand schon vor eini-
gen Jahren aus den Headshops, weil 
es als Arzneimittel deklariert wurde. 
Wo es tatsächlich zu deutlichen Ver-
änderungen kommen könnte, ist das 
EU-Ausland, denn dort gelten teil-
weise noch andere Regelungen für 
Arzneimittel.

Die EU-Richtlinie 
2004/24/EG, auf wel-
che sich die Petition 
bezog, ist in Deutsch-

2005 geltendes Recht. 
Folglich ändert sich hier-
zulande praktisch nichts. 
Kamillentee, Pfefferminze 
und Salbei sind nach wie vor frei 
verkäuflich und Kräutersammler 
begehen kein Verbrechen. Die Richt-
linie bezieht sich auf Fertigarzneimit-
tel auf pflanzlicher Basis, also indus-
triell gefertigte, abgepackte Präpa-
rate und die Bedingungen für deren 
Zulassung. Einer solchen Zulassung 
bedarf ein Produkt, wenn es expli-
zit zur Behebung von Krankheitszu-
ständen beworben wird, z.B. „gegen 

durchlaufen mussten. In der 
Tat wurde dieser in manchen Punk-
ten verschärft, so muss künftig z.B. 
nachgewiesen werden, dass das Pro-
dukt keine schädlichen Auswirkun-
gen auf das Erbgut hat. Denn auch 

Das Heilpflanzenverbot – nur ein Hoax ?
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An „EU-wide 
prohibition of 

traditional medi-
cal plants” makes the 

headlines in the internet since a 
few months. Together with this 
doom-laden news it is called for 
an online petition against the 
new law. The according link is 
spread via Facebook, MySpace 
& Co and often it is commented 
with heated keywords like “out-
rageous greed for profit of the 
pharmaceutical lobby”, “illega-
lization of nature” or “chemical 
bombs instead of gentle medi-
cal plants”. But having a look at 
the denounced guideline gives 
a much less dramatic impres-
sion: In fact quite all of its points 
are part of the established law 
in Germany since already 2005, 
for instance. And here camo-
mile tea, peppermint or sage is 
freely available in every mar-
ket and herb pickers are abso-
lutely no criminals by law. Over 
there in Germany, even the com-
mittee of the natural health pro-
fessionals dissociated itself from 
the petition, which should pre-
sent enough reason for a critical 
reflection.

The EU guideline 2004/24/EG refers 
to finished drugs, that means to 
plant-based drugs which have been 
produced industrially and which are 
distributed as packed items. It will 
be necessary to have a registration 
for these products if they are sold 
explicitly for the purpose of curing 
a particular disease, e.g. “curing 
cold”. In the course of this regis-
tration process, extensive scien-

tific tests and proofs of effectiven-
ess have to be presented. And this 
is quite a good idea because wit-
hout these control layers, terrible 
things like the Thalidomide scan-
dal might occur, that sedative which 
caused birth defects due to insuffici-
ent tests. Even if the seemingly per-
fect harmony of nature obscures 
this fact very often: A lot of highly 
poisonous plants can be found 
also here and others have dramatic 
side-effects on human beings. The 
new guideline includes tests which 
prove that the regarding drug does 
not have any negative effect on the 
genotype, for instance.
But indeed the new law might also 
present some problems: Since the 
registration process usually costs a 
six-figure amount of money, small 

companies who can not afford these 
high expenses might get into sub-
stantial difficulties. On the other 
hand, the new guideline includes 
special arrangements for the regist-
ration of homeopathic products and 
traditional medical plants. In these 
cases, not the entire testing proce-
dure has to be completed. Thus the 
costs for the registration of these 
products are significantly lower.
To summarize it: The new EU guide-
line does not mean a banning of all 
herbal products from markets and 
grocery stores. Referring to Ger-
many again, where the guideline is 
already established law, many herbs 
and plants (with healthy effects) will 
be freely available also in the future. 
Looking at the actual text of the gui-
deline, it has to be discussed criti-
cally in what way it really “removes 
access to the vast majority of herbal 
medicinal products” and “abridges 
the rights of each European citizen 
to self-determination in managing 
health” as claimed in the petition.

Roberdo
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SHOPGUIDE

PLZ 00000
 THC Headshop 
 01099 Dresden Alaunstr. 43
www.thc-mfg.de Head, Grow, Freak

  Legal 
 07545 Gera Heinrichstr. 52
www.legal-gera.de Head,Grow & Piercing

PLZ 10000
  Army & Outdoor 
 10115 Berlin Invalidenstr. 15
+49 (0) 30 4491243 Camping, Fash, 
Gadgets
www.outdoor-army.de
 
  Absinth Depot Berlin 
 10178 Berlin Weinmeisterstraße 4
030 281 67 89 Absinth

  Kaya Growshop 
 10437 Berlin Schliemannstr. 22
+49 (0) 30 4478677 Grow, Head

  Gras Grün 
 10999 Berlin Oranienstr. 183
+49 (0) 30 6113190 Grow, Books, Head, 
WWW
www.grasgruen.de mail@grasgruen.de

  Sun Seed Bank 
 13347 Berlin Amsterdamer Str. 23
+49 (0) 30 45606171 Head, Grow, Gifts

  Greenlight-Shop 
 12099 Berlin Industriestr. 4–9
+49 (0)30 70 370 820 Grow,Books,
www.greenlight-shop.de Head,WWW
info@greenlight-shop.de

  Los Crachos Headshop 
 17489 Greifswald Lange Straße 21
+49 (0) 3834 352911  Head
 
  TALISMAN alternativshop 
 18055 Rostock Eselföter Str. 20
www.talisman-shop.de Fashion, Jewels

PLZ 20000
  Udopea Headshop 
 20357 Hamburg Schanzenstr. 95
www.udopea-hamburg.de Grow, Smart,  
 Head, Herbs

  Growland Growshop 
 20537 Hamburg Hammer Deich 6 - 10
+49 (0)40 329 600 33 Growshop
www.growland.net Onlineshop
 
  Brainstorm 
 21031 Hamburg Sanderdamm 43
+49 (0) 40 7245616 Grow, Head
www.Headshop-Brainstorm.de
 
  Bong Bong 
 22525 Hamburg Kieler Str. 563c
040-67381508 Head, Glasbläserei

  Amsterdam Headshop 
 22765 Hamburg Kleine Rainstr.10
20359 Hamburg Reeperbahn 155
+49 (0)40 39909292 Head, Grow

  Kasbah 
 24103  Kiel Sophienblatt 42 A
+49 (0) 431 672254 Head, Textil, Jewels

  Headshop Bremen 
 28217 Bremen Landwehrstrasse 89
www.headshop-bremen.de Head, Grow

PLZ 30000
  Euphoria 
 30519 Hannover Hildesheimer Str. 85
0511 - 833688 Head,Grow
www.Euphoria-Headshop.de
 
  Euphoria 
 30519 Hannover Hildesheimer Str. 85
0511 - 833688 Head,Grow
www.Euphoria-Headshop.de
 
  Günstiger Headshop 
 31135 Hildesheim Roonstr. 19
smoketown.de Head

  Magic Trend- & Headshop 
 32423 Minden Simeonstr. 25
www.magic-minden.de Grow, Fash, Head

  HANF Zeit 
 32839 Steinheim Detmolderstr.18
www.hanf-zeit.com Head

  HANF Zeit 
 32839 Steinheim Detmolderstr.18
www.hanf-zeit.com Head

  Magic Head- & Growshop 
 33602 Bielefeld Herforder Str. 8 A
www.magic-bielefeld.de  Shisha Head Grow

  Bloomtech Growshop 
 37081 Göttingen Königsstieg 94a
0551 5007700 www.bloomtech.de
 
  Dolor Headshop 
 38518 Gifhorn Steinweg 12
www.dolor-gifhorn.de Head,Grow,Tattoo

PLZ 40000
  Goblin 
 44135 Dortmund Brückstr. 53
+49 (0) 231 5898220 Gifts, CD, Fash

  Bullet Shop Dortmund 
 44135 Dortmund Lütge-Brück-Straße 4
0231-7008229 head

  Green Galaxy 
 44287 Dortmund Ringofenstr. 37    
www.green-galaxy.de Grow & Head

  Cheech Head & Growshop 
 45879 Gelsenkirchen Kirchstr. 37
0209 148468     Head, Grow, Blackligh
t
  Skurril Headshop 
 46485 Wesel Brandstrasse 2
www.skurril.de Head, Tattoo, Piercing

  Skurril Headshop 
 46535 Dinslaken Bahnstr. 13-15
www.skurril.de Head, Tattoo, Piercing



 DJ =  DJ equipment

 Fash =  fashion

 Grow =  grow stuff

 Hemp =  hemp products

 Head =  headshop

 Pierc =  piercing

 Smart =  smart shop

 Party =  party accessories

 Books =  literature

 WWW =  online shop

 Eso =  esoterism

legend
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PLZ 50000
  Bongobong 
 50674 Köln Habsburger Ring 18 - 20
www.bongobong.de Hemp, Herbs, Head

  Near Dark Gmbh 
 Bonnerstr. 11a 53773 Hennef (Sieg)
02242874160 head/grow wholesale
www.neardark.de
 
  Cheech & Chong Headshop 
 54290  Trier Zuckerberg 21
+49 (0) 651 1453762 Head, WWW
www.cheechundchong.com
 
  Krinskram 
 58511 Lüdenscheid Goldene Ecke 8
www.krinskram.de Head & Grow

PLZ 60000
  Neutral 
 60311  Frankfurt/Main Fahrgasse 97
069-59609591 Head, Smart, Grow, Shisha
www.neutral-shop.de neutral-ffm@gmx.de

  BONG Head- & SmartShop 
 60594 Frankfurt Elisabethenstr. 21
069-624242 Head, Grow, Smart, Shisha
www.bong-headshop.de

  LOL Distribution GmbH 
 61389 Schmitten Weilbergstr. 8
www.roll-lol.de info@roll-lol.de

  Heaven 
 63450 Hanau Langstr. 38
+49 (0) 6181 5071204 Grow, Head

  Bock Shops 
 68165 Mannheim Kepplerstrasse 33
www.growshop-mannheim.de Head, Grow

 Bang Bang 
64283 Darmstadt Dieburger Str. 15
www.headshop-bangbang.de Head, Grow 
& Streewear

  Bock Shops 
 68165 Mannheim Kepplerstrasse 33
www.growshop-mannheim.de Head, Grow

  Research & Experience 
 69126 Heidelberg Turnerstr. 51
+49 (0) 6221 619896 Vaporicer
research@aromed.com www.aromed.com

PLZ 70000
 
  Udopea Headshop 
 70178 Stuttgart Marienstr. 32
www.udopea-stuttgart.de  Head, Grow
  
  Polltäx 
 79098 Freiburg Gartenstr.22
+49 761 2921925 fashion, shoes, gifs
www.polltaex.com info@polltaex.de

PLZ 80000
 
  Green Ocean 
 89073 Ulm Münsterplatz 32
0176-83055315 Fash Grow Head Hemp  
green-ocean@gmx.de Smart

PLZ 90000
  Holzkopf 
 90403 Nürnberg Albrecht Dürer Str. 35
0911 - 2857000 Hemp Head Grow Smart
holzkopfnbg@arcor.de Eso, Spiele

  www.grashuepfer.eu 
 97493 Bergrheinfeld Hauptstr. 69
+49 9721 99808 Head, Grow, Sandstrahlen

Austria
  Puff and Stuff 
 5020 Salzburg Müllner Hauptstr. 12
www.puffandstuff.at Head, Grow

  Indras Planet 
 1110 Wien Simmeringer Hauptstr. 116
www.indras-planet.at Head, Grow, Fash

    Aurin Fairy Shop 
 1070 Wien Kirchengasse 25
www.aurinshop.at fairy fashion & more

  Hulabalooza 
3250 Wieselburg Manker Straße 9
www.hulabalooza.at Head,Grow & Smart
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 Schall & Rauch 
 4020 Linz Bethlehemstr.9
+43 650/6195405 Head, Grow
www.schall-rauch.at

  Hanfsaat 
 6063 Rum Bundesstrasse 35
www.hanfsaat.com Seeds

  Mental Peace 
 1022 AG Amsterdam 
Zamenhofstraat 150, Unit 228
www.mentalpeace.com Fashion UV 
active,glow in the dark designs

Switzerland
 
 Secret Nature GmbH 
 3600 Thun Obere Hauptgasse 11
www.secret-nature.ch CD, Herbs, Smart

  Grünhaus AG 
 8048 Zürich Herostr.7
www.gruenhaus-ag.ch Head,Grow 

Netherlands
 Kosmic Kitchen 
 7511 Enschede Korte-Haaksberger-Str. 34
+31 53 4344894 Smart, Head, Rec
www.kosmickitchen.nl

    Botanic-Art 
3131 BP Vlaardingen Hoogstraat 116
+31 1 04601958 Herbs, Grow, Smart 
www.botanic-art.com Fash, Gifts, WWW
info@botanic-art.com

Internet
  Psylofashion 
 www.psylofashion.uk.com Fashion

  CANNA 
 www.canna-de.com solutions for 
 growth & bloom

  Hesi 
 www.hesi.nl fertilizer

  Cacti-Plants 
 www.cacti-plants.de Kakteen

  New Asia Headshop 
 www.new-asia-headshop.de 
Head, Shishas,  Absinth, Asia
 
  Mush-e-Mart 
 www.mush-e-mart.com Mushrooms, 
info@mush-e-mart.com Smart
  
  Mondomycologicals 
 www.mondomycologicals.com magic  
mushrooms

  Cryoflesh.com 
 www.cryoflesh.com Fashion
order@cryoflesh.com

 Shayanashop 
www.shayanashop.com Smart
 info@shayanashop.com

  Shroom Headshop 
 57439 Attendorn Am Stürzenberg 10
www.smartshroom.de Head, WWW

    ZENTAURI 
 www.zentauri.de alternative products

  Trip-Dealer.com 
  Blotter Art

  Fairy Floss 
 www.fairyflossbyronbay.com fashion

  Luna Design 
 www.luna-design.com Trance Fashion

  Goastore 
 www.GoaStore.ch CDs
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